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oho The OtiOrmity Omen Mal
Ckmat net In regular math yes-
tertiary in the thainbere of °O-
besity Judge Hsi leloOteston with
LS Mentors in sigendance.
Mitishista MOW CM the con-
dition at the matb in sada of their
precincts. Sefferill bridges are re-
ported to be In bad csindltain as
wet se mme cif the Math in the
county due in the extreme weather
Hutto the Inter) cif January
It wee 1110001inced that tub new
" aliantir Ma at het and Walnut
Streetswilsoon be meth for oc-
ctigenny arid &Owing the ed-
hummed a the at the rotilD
went to repot the nee Outlines
which Includes Nettie hairier* for
' County Jailer Husl Jones and Ma
family
The be of the windage and
-3 gone other ethelptnent were token
out of the old OR the hue-
ment of the mesa hone in be geld
in the new OIL etre thii pro-
ject wet maned depet.ty attar the
heel of the her, the txanty pet.
mg. he se been placed In the












Jenntrigs panted itit et the edurt
Chat • centralir near the
tent so see
mita inure needed for the
sa to amette in
of an monger*
assua=a of the mart de timed
• Plage for the imaglon of the
heck, but no Oral declare was
eiroordtrig to the minutes
%Rem by Douro, „insoceirker,
ootmoy must dot.
Conlon noon% noon heir/
• treaeuree ems present to sign
" dodo' for Ma end claims ap-
proved by the noun for the put
month
• Other routine burs of the
ordure was dimmer
Attendee the morithly Ural
nourt merry we OthritY Jude,
Hall MoCulateno illorstraties Cecil
Holton_ Once Tenor, (home Rob-
tot Ureter Roy Burkeen 'near-
• n Porches Dewey Badmen and
, habit Brandon Oteacity Attorney
▪ %Mem 0 enter. County Chet




1.  DREW VON liZROEN*- —
FIRANIKPORT, Ky 11111 — Damn-
ain . Lt Om Wenddl S. nerd
mid today that No peaty had a
hIghting chance" to defeat Gov
Lowe B Nunn's portend 6 pee
ocht gees tel plan in the Senate
later today
Noon 'a cox proposal and reord
112 5 Warn biennial biliget are
scheduled to conie ults &tea vote
today
"Demecrotic chances of defeat-
ing Ocninof Nunn's tbit fteve-oott
sahs tax have improved courtier-
Ably since the pewee" heating
thanclay," the Owenillellie
sod slime it 'Mir Oh
chance and mut men-
-washing- - 10,
eland att the Inwriet ikiii MO
pus • agagetigee flealfgre." ' .
Peed mid 11. Clogo Mau Sr.
stimentul in bealitur in. Diesteree
tie sellort. there wil be an 
Cl?, num made In eashipt lied
ion medne iron the 6 per eigit
tax
Indications by several DORMS-
tic senators were the& Minn Mar
have nacre thin the fledge/try 30
mho needed to pus his messuree
and detest Demoonatic piety tit-
gauges
The eutealtutes were drawn up
prinstrilly by leen C (Mem
- — Damen,. D-Lexangton, head of
the Bennie Anpropristems and Re-Lex Henson Rites
Being Held Today
The funned for Lex Herron ef
Intrity Route Tho Cl bang held
Malay at two pen at the chapel
of the Min H. Chunthill Yenisei
Home will Rev Bab Dolton Jr.,
arrow* Intainvent win be in
the Murray Shatintild thartlena.
Pleigniterers are Harry Henson,
Jessie Hoer Etilwarda, Rom Leave.
John lernithesin, John balteetify. and
Carus Boyd
Mr Herron. age 78. died Mon-
day at the Moron (ellowley Chun-
a to Honied
Surneces are ha wife. Mrs Reba
SOL Herron; one deighter, Mrs
AMU Douglas ,Hissel) Jonas of
KO North lath theme, bero 'rend-
children, James Michael Jtirim and
Mrs Kenneth ,Judy Lynn) Out-
line' one eructieurhter-en-now,
Km 'Thrum Amu eanenters.
MO Mimi Onus end Ma MOM
Erbeents. hooh .
• The rex H Cteirchill reJ








five-doy Kentucky weather Out-
ark. 71turecloy through hansibit
Temperature' will average 4 to
$ degrees them Or normal 111-40
highs and 3D-40 lows
Ratner ilsel over an Inch
neer thee eresikentl
Kertutty lake: 7 am. 354.6.
0 4, below dam 302, dbwn 0.11.
Water tempindure at
Bartley lake, 7 • m 1643, MP
02. below dani 3033, no change.
lunette 4.11; sunset S -01
Mom an UM am.
04234ZeheeeetteiehnOtheactothohez
venue Ohmmeter Approval by the
committee followed a Wormy shO
hair public hearing Monday in
which most witnesses mulled
Hurin's prithised trio-ear in the
isles tax from inert to five cents
ICeoleosell in raga llaratil
NOTICE
The f hmt drooling In the
Soot/Ude 'hopping Are. pro.
motion will he held
Saturday March 16
No perehase neralred I.
'finer but must be present I.
win
The dee, or Mehl' 23 for
the dui growing la Incorrect .
In Our Iltth Year
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky dommunity Newspapes
Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, March 13, 1968




A thong pasty f,r the seventh
end eigisth glades a the °alleyway
County Country Club will be held
Phony. Much 15, from seven to
10 30 pm
glen member may bring four
non member prate The planning
ecannettee Is ocengosed of Jima
PI sink Geom. Lando). Johnny
Siott and .1tui Shutteet
The hoes are Mews and Mes-
dames James Frank Gene Lu-




Chine Hortnisei of Klemm
Roioe Two inocumbed tho Morn-
ing at 6 36 at the Murray-Callo-
way Marty Borplaa
The deceased was le years of
age and a member of the Kiriory
Beata Church His wife. Mrs
Clecetha Waltman tied in August
1905
Summar, are one daughter, Mrs.
Agn a Stone of Kinney Route
Two one eau. Mrs Eva Lents of
Mayneed. in. grandchildren" five
treat hendobirren
Tunnel menthes will be held
Cou-shiv at two pen at the Knit-
to Bonet Church 'nth Rev Har-
cid Leatiter offnintleg
Interment wilt be In the Bizt-
ley Cemetery with the arrange-
ments by the Max H Churchill
Funeral Horne where Mends may
csU
rivr CITT.I3
Five penmen were cited by :Jo
Whey Ponce Department yeah.-
day end thO morning They were
one for driving while Intoxicated
and no city auto sticker at 1 40
pin Tuesday one for public dom-
kenneas at 7 30 p m ?undy. one
for pubir drunk/linear at 1 46 this
morning, one for driving whin In-
tannated and revoked aperetor's
'sense at 1 46 this morning. and
me for ranched operator's theme
Cl 6 56 ties morning.
Tweetv-twe ender demise attended the fled serannateral
meeting lieffit Tunis:. Fran lett are lie R. R. Parsons, Mrs. Ivy
Cutter, Mn Dolly Miley, Mrs. R. M. Miller, Mrs Gondee Rains,
Mrs. RAW Haellese, Mrs. Jewel Parke lbs. Nemo Telly, Mrs.
IBMs GUM Mom Telly, Mrs. Goidie CUld. Nka Gawks Gelirlit
- Mrs. Winnie Ifblegrei Prod CaMitt Mee auss saws.
'emery, Mrs. Lida Kilo Mrs, Bea Crawford 'Leif& romm.„ ism
R. L Wade, Ivy Celan% and Mrs, George Bart.
Senior Citizens Center May
Become Realigt. Here Soon
Rethond.ner to the ineettation
from The Murray Wonsan*
harming cornmtuee 30 senior
citizens met Tuesday at 1 p.m_ in
Comerumsty Building, lles
Drive, and planned to meet thgre
eginei Merril 32 for an orgenisolk
tun! meeting
Mre Torn Brown chserroari of
the Wernigh g Club Ornmenee, ex-
plained to the group that it there
was a need for a Senior Citizens
(hub. one could be had owl the
meeting Mace could be In the
Ctiatenunth Hou.te. terniporartly
the founded Mu bin Moro-
'ornery. Mils Lillian Graves, Mrs
Cele Crewoird, Bryan Tiny and
Lure Putnam to a ociminatee to
p7.'sn for the next meeting After
inesting • few minutes they an-
nOnneed the Mirth 22nd date
After • general discuolon of
poolititilies, the group sling gen-
eral amigi with Mr Putreun lead-
In; and Mrs. R. L. Wade at the
Id1113 Malresbaasabi were served
from a belitalidly appeented tes-
table.
Serving on the ravine =Mud-
tee with Mrs anent were Mes-
dune. Leonard Vaughn Dave
Groins, Nix Orstieced. lathert
Moyer and George lion
Others regoterlio Included Mrs
Loh Kyle. Mrs R H miller. Mrs
Gondee Rains. Mrs Winn* Den-
ham ..uente. Mrs Owen Cieur-
ln. Mee. Rabble Herrisin, Mrs
Orrin Curd, Mrs Lathe Haley.
Mrs. Jewel Parks, Mrs Bryan
R. B. Parents_ . A Oorman.
end Mrs Ivy Ohiver.
Sado Ctilseas reenter the* attendance at the fleet sleeting et the irradiation her Tuesday
In the Comniu Illy Rending on eitis Drive. Mrs. Run Crawford, weird, stun d lel. left, Mrs. Dave
Gowan., president of Murray Woman's (tub; Meg sews his Crawford, Ronne (..mere Hart.
Robert Moyer, loseiard thigh.. committee mends h. Murray Woman's ('tub, Mhos Erin Montoomety
and Mrs. Jewel Parts, reetsterhig, A Carman. wand right.
Staff Photo by Ed Collie
•
W C Grant, delving while Inh
toricsted. amended to railer Away Tuesda
I. 
cletentg, fined 11140.00 costa SA 50
W Harvey. driving while In-
herited, amended to molded '
driving. fined 1110040 outs $4 50 ono moo, Hoy oho opholoo
Nod Cble, public drunkennees. toed car businem by the CaBoway
fined *1500 cots $450 County Fairgrounds ,on the May-
P 0 Underwood. speeder*, a- nekt Highway died suddenly Thee-
mended to breech of peace, filmed clay at for p on at the Murray-
$1000 mete 5416 Canary County lingetal
Johnny Clooper. reckless Ray. age 4e. was a member of
Lined $1000 nisei 114.60 the Ocohen ?Asthenia Church He
J E alto open beer was the non of Mrs Clayton Ray
fined $1000 coy Mee of Mello &Cheery Route One,
C E Rooting, open beer in Oar, and the bate Mr Rey He was
fined 111000 ods $460 mooted to the former Irene 1111er-
J R haoluon. threat*, fined gen who * the owner of the Weal
$10.00 cots Mr She Beauty Shoi,.
BOO White drivinir without Surrivors are Ina wife,. Mrs.
Irene Ftsy. mother. Mrs. Clayton
Roo two daughters. Mrs. Pam
Handl at runty Route One and
Mrs Johnoy Leaner of Will
Drive. Murray, two sons. Larry
Gene Ray and Gary Etter Ray of
Murray Ftoute One, one enter,
Mrs. Butted RUre of 1900 Haiti
B7itiettt8. Murree; two brothers.
Chahes Ray ot Chensuocioe,
Term.. and Chne Dale Ray of Oa:-
Teri City: fan grancloteridren, Mi-
chael Ray. Aimee Ray Intoner,
T.Yergili Latimer, and Doug Bu-
ten
Funeral services will be held'
Thimeloy at the chant at the J.
H. Churchill Mineola/ Home




Mos Jenne Diuguid, fortonso
it Inenbuth Coe,.. Jenceon.
Tenn , has been choseel as 'bat
pledge" by her social ecireetary, Al-
pha Ornicetm Pi
The Minoty girl, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs James Dion&
Shope Shea. Murray, wee pre-
sented in engraved oup for this
!I n
Dtuguid la a ereduate ce
Murray High drhool wtw re the
was named to tor Nstionel Honor







COMOORD, N H. tee — Sen.
Eugene J. McCarthy sent shoot
waves through the Democratic
Mite today by his surprising show
a strength as a peace candidate
against President Johnson in the
nation's Met 1988 presidential pri-
mary In New Ithampshire.
On the Republican side, farm-
er vice president Erhard M Nix-
on strengthened his position as
the roan to beat for the GOP
presidential nomination He polled
about 80 per cent of the vote
against a relatively feeble write-
In for Gov Nelson A hockefeller
of New York, who got about 11
per cent cf the Republican vote
The man who could glory In
defeat was McCarthy of Minne-
sota. who- came from nowhere to
deliver a bold challenge to the
Johnson administration's conduct
of the Vietnam War With most
of the Democratle vote counted,
the President led McCarthy by a
margin of less than 5 to 4.
The slower count of the vote
for candidates for the state's dete-
ntion for the Democratic Nation-
al Convention len the outcome of
those races in doubt McCarthy
Could win most of than because
he had only 24 candidates for
the 24 delegate teats The vote
for pro-Johnson delegates was
tweed among 44 candidates.
Both parties voted directly on
candidates for preakient and for
delegates to the national conven-
tions to be held In August.
VT Vent*
The count of write-In votes for
the Democratic vice presidential
nomination showed Vice President
Hubert H Humphrey polling
slightly less than half c.f the total
Ben Robert It Kennedy of New
I York received about 1'7 per cent
and 3/ per cent of the votes woo
tottered among other Democrats
Johnson's defenders could note
that the president was • write-ln
candidate and that McCarthy had
unusual organization he from a
dedicated army of young people
who came from college campuses
Inside and outside the state.
But McCarthy partisans could
reply that competing with an In-
cumbent president was a formid-
able Job under any circumstances
and that Johnson was booked
by the state Democratic organi-
sation headed by Gov John W
King and Sin Thomas J, McIn-
tyre.
Coming hot after the virtual
forfeit by Johnson forces of 72
convention votes in Musechusetts
to McCarthy. the New Hampshire
results gave him needed moment-
um
Tbe 1tuelawn
On the Democratic prefeiential
Sit Joe Pat Glass
Sgt. Joe Pat Glass
Is In Viet Nam
Slit Joe Pat 04ses, formerly of
Murray, ti now serving with Inc
infantry in Vietnam He is the
son of Wm Miagati Glue, 307
Wright Iltraitt. datepteekh -denteerly
of Murray
The wither, age 38, is the steer
of Mrs Fichert. Turner of 1000
Vine Street. Murray
Sgt Ores served oath the A,-try
durine the Kornai War and hits
been rationed in Gerrneny for
two different tours et where
lhe homer Murray soldier en-
tered the service on his 10th birth-
day.
ballot indudhog write-ins, returns
from 9113 or 94 per cent of the
state's 302 precincts gave:
Johnson 34.709 voter or 48 per
cent of the counted votes. Mc-
Carthy 31.129 or 41 per cent,
Robert P Kennedy '719 or 1 per
cent, third party candidate George
Wallace 213 or zero per cent, and
other 4.244 or 3 per cent.
On the Republican prefeennal
ballot including write-ins, returns
from 381 or 98 per cent of the
state's 31:12 precincts gave:
Nunn 75.98e votes or 79 per
cent of the votes counted. Rocke-
feller 10.731 or 11 per cent.




Three more traffic accidents
were investigated by the Murray
Pollee Department on Tuesday
making the traffic collision total
for the month of March in the
city of Munoy, 111, according to
the accident reports. No injuries
were reported
Last night at 830 p m William
Ewing Spalding. Owensboro. a res-
ident of Hart Rah Murray State
University, driving a 1906 Cneo
tort two door struck the real
end of the 1967 Chevrolet two doh
that had stopped at the red light
on North 13th Street, according ti
Sgt. Ed Knetht and Patrolm a
Feel Stalls
The Wel Chevrolet was drove
by Thomas J Mum,  Chicago,
• resident of Springer Hall, Mur-
ray State University, and the car
was dialoged on the rear end
The Spelding car had damage on
the front end.
Tuesday at 5 30 p m two ears
were involved in a collision on
Main Street They were a 1960
Dodge four door sedan driven by
Donnie D Boyd 1606 Dodson, and
a 1988 Lincoln four door sedan
owned by CT OUJIP Auto Sales and
driven by Dorothy Ire Crouse, 400
South 11 t h Street
Patrolman Dale Spann said the
Crouse car was making • right
turn off Main Street into a park-
ing lot when the Boyd car ap-
proaching from rear applied its
brakes to stop, started skidding
and ran into the rear of the
Crouse car causing damage to the
rear end The Boyd car was dean-
aged in the front end.
A two car collision occurred
Tuesday at 7 56 a m on North
Third Street and was !mesterei
by Set Max Morris and Patrol-
man J P Witherspoon
The 1968 Chevrolet Mersin. own-
ed by Joe Bruce Wilson of Hue'
Route Two, was parked on Third
Street In front of the Rosa Peed
11111 headed north Police said the
Wilson truck rolled down the
street Into the right side of the
1987 Falcon two door sedan
The Falcon, was damaged on
the right rear fender and right
front door. Is owned by Wirdord
Max Tutt of Murray Route Two
The truck was damaged an the
hont bumper and grill
Paul Bailey Shows
Grand Champion
The grand champion award at
Hog Carcass Contest cif Western
Kentucky Barrow Snow held at
Union CM Monday nieht went
to Paul Bailey of Murray and
the resrve grand champion award
went to Jimmy Dale Copeland of
Wingo
Approximately 140 people town
Heels= Kentucky attended the




Mr. and Mrg James. Dtugur of
Mornay attended the funeral of
her uncle. Guilford Jones, in Jack-
eon, 'term, reeently.
Jones lived in Murray when he
Wall a leo: He wee • retired ac-
countant










iis record $2 5
'toyed by a 11$1









tax in the ua,t-
nions
sign the lenti-
1 that is con-
nalitv. since he
teat in his bud-
3




















































23, son of Mr.
Williams, New
assigned as a






eight p. m, on















Seventeen persons were cherged
er t..red pleas th huile, and tined
tr..the Cite Cent of OM Judg-
eflormf om, Lunn des went
Roicirds thow the taliodur occur-
red
• W Wimple speeding. a-
mended to breach it peace !tried
$1000 oats $480
O D Alexander Orme ohne
stop Mho fined $10 00 meta U-
ntended
H L Orono public drunken-
nen final II15 00 cons 114 60
• P &OW ran:less driving, fin-
ed $1600 oats $466
• D Elpiceland. reckless drone




csoiatn Ot.eles Barthit of the
tilalt L !oniony NOT.C.
Dimartment, who recently returned
hien Viet Ham where he wee a
salIery Ournmarsier. "poke to the
Moray leans Car at the Thestbiy
right malesig. Cyst. Bartlett. In-
troduced by C71, Bertglang, Chair-
man df the r..O.TC Department,
showed ohm slides of the country
and the type of rohibary operation.
Col Wng woo preserind to the
hub by Catty Celdwde program
chi email
• ..
10* Per Copy Vol. LXXXIX.'No. 62
Leer N:-..nney and Joe
Pat Woid well. chosen degehates
to the Lame Intermit ond Con-
vention to be hhei In Dana& Texas
June 26-34 Alternate 8negnites in
the order their esiestion were
Loos JIM, W. B IlbOuls-
ton Prank Peal and Loyd Boni.
0 B. Boone, prone* dedemen
of the Lams Broom and lidop Bale,
announced the annual sate would
be conducted to the dub on Tues-
day UNA, April etto Ftoute as-
Mrenents were 'node and the em -
tare city will be covered on that
night
Will Eaker
fned $1640 oasts 64110j T WrYe. Wen be4r aar Ray Passes
denting,
in oar,
overdoes license, fined $2000 costs
$4.80.
O T Wade. Improper posting.
inei $2300 costa $454)
J P Catehind epeeding, fined
th 00 MM.), $460
Herman C. Futrell
Funeral Is Today -
Funeral services tor liewenon C.
Futrell of ;Autrey Route Three
are betng held today at three pi.
at the Moore of the J H Chur-
chill Mineral Horn,- with Rev M.
J Robertson and Rev W A Far-
mer offionting Burial will be Mei
the Men Orove Othwitery
Anne piellbethers ere A B
Futrell. Jr, Bob Miller. BM Wyatt,
Danes T Doran. Gnome Morris.
and Porter White Hanorery pail-
bearers are circle Hole, John
tramps. K R Poker, Otero Do-
ran. Olen Campbell, Beale Out-
tand.• Al Totalitarian. and Pur-
dna Limiter.
The dezessadiase 14. died Tues-
day at the Murray-Cla•cemer °aun-
ty Hothatel kin wife, Myrtle, died
Mileometer 1, 1963
Illicsr.vors are one daughter. Mrs,
Si-4t Moreitito one grondisughter,
Hindi Kay McNabb. one sneer,
• 3 Cliff ino' Packer, and one bro-
.se .Rrith tan Mend
711e J H Churchill Funeral
Horne is in Marne of the arrange-
ments.
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JAKOB C WELA.LAKILrum T
Wu mem the MOO to NON otie MeNthfses. IAMB to me MM. arMOM Voice tiaMS salsa. ISew maim. m 01e oat Ow Me aset inierensew rodent
Backstairs At The
by tidied Pm losersiallesel
Today is Wedneelay'111 13.
the 73rd anc 01 1N11-US to
%lbw
The moan le batmen the flat
mita end Se fia sane
The mangos Mr ig Yenta.
The evenAng Mans are Mrs and
Ho am. Nessfign &Jae 11111..liNt Ugh.
ttaTIONAL VALLS= WITIMIN3:31; aubm411110 Mae-
Nag. °Mita 111111-
lietured at as Peel OM% llistrse. isatmsipp. Saw Immiledsa
Second Class Wait
11117111101UPTTON ISATIS: By Carrier In Murray. par OM is. tisr MathWI& In ObIlowej end actinides Manna Per Mr. BLit UMW Se aVinwhilly 6111111. MI device selwerlphom ISiS
"The Clefidendleg COM heed do Comemay Is the
Ineepety 01 Its lemegegee
WEDNESDAY - MARCH 13, 1968- - 
-
Quotes From The News
By UNITED rams LeiTIBNATIONAL
NEW YORK -Former Vice President Richard Nixon, COM-
menItIlf on ills New Hampshire praildomilai primary victory:
"A. very substantial victory vilildt 111 gear to carry us on
to a ter Mater viclaey _hi Me!rendwil:
aditer
-On Mb Mime
la WM lbe Da ontate damn
ilegmament pocesedlom model
Pehlibee Aredrser m
simmee a "high Mem did mie-
demagehm• is esse ateadtted be
me vete, but a nem% Isola der
IS, ISIS that Ihe aree me dosed.
In SW eignirtIbmseret so-
paired in Neer Met Chy news-
papers: "Seallo reesteing get, M-
eet mimeo'st goebewit dam, with
• comealed icee speeker, three
tubes and beelertsa Too do not
men heed phones. leo permission
trona bad:lard mommey "
In 11110, banks throughout doe
orambiy Mated reopergrie akar
the bank holblay Preddent Tank
ihoboorevelt Mimi an Manch 5
ft Ho. an the eve at ha UM





• thought gor Ilia der name
MOM Thome PIM OM Md.
111Mgacilan Is the esegmbon of
Ho souls. and the bane or oIl
scal moss -
BEDFORD, XL- Ben. Eugene J.
confidence in his Chances of getting Ile DIONOCISOICden tlal nominalism:
-I think Whirthe mcenetitum in New Hampshke and Owsupport of my now adult staff I can go on to the Da10a:11MMconventsan nomination in Chicago'
WASHINOTON - President Johnson. cUscountinghISuninipremtve showing in the New Hampshire primary:
"Near Hampshire Is the only place where candidates cabzialm 20 per cent Ls a landslide. and 40 per cent is a mandate.and 60 per cent is unanimous'
JACKSON. Mises - NAACP official Charles Evers, claim-ing that his defeat In a run-off race for Congress by a whiteconservative Democrat, waii really a victory.
"The mere fact that we were able to get Negroes involvedLa a victory for us The mere fact that we stopped our op-ponerit from running a racist campaign shows a victory farus ..
A Bible Thought for Today -
0 shad out thy light and thy truth let them lead me: bitthem being me ante thy holy Ma and to thy tabernacles.
43:3.God' answered the risilmist's prayer by sending HU Son,who mid "I am the way, the truth, and the life no manmonth unto the Tether, but by me" (John 14 6)
Ten Years Ago Today. 
TIM YU.5
The Memorial Baptist Churc.h, located on West MathStreet, Is pianning a two-story education building which willcost between 75 and 85 thousand dollars, according to Bro.T A Thacker, pastor of the church
Kentucky Wee covered with a wet and sticky blanket 01snow early today with a fall of four inches forecast for thesou theres tern tx•rtion
Miss Nancy Cotham, daughter of Mr End Mrs FreedOotham. Murray State °Colbye senior, will present her seniorart exhibit in the Mary Pik McCoy Hall Art Gallery laireti30 to April 13.
Mr and Mrs. 0 B Boone, .7w, Lynn Crowe Rout, announcethe birth of it daughter, Ime Ann weighing seven poundsthree OUISCall, born at the Murray Hospital March 11.
'MAINS COLLIDI
P1111•11111011000a. ingland
-The mid railway between Lan-
don sad abothind was tied up
Tuesday by the wreckage or •
freight WM °Midas Mich killed
Joie mon Old trapped • hard be-
fall& SI Ins of rabble for Um
ham sem railway authorities
all a limb carrying cowl ashes
IS a, dew ims bee the rear of
• allimais MOW be thle mid-
▪ L.$4.4.UJ city
RIVER DISCIVISIONS
VEIMINA WI - Tramped min-
Leers from seven nations touched
by the Danube River gathered In
EiMpest Tuesday to atom con-
structions of • DaMtie-Oder de-
ers caml and other nortgationel
problems Represented were Sul-
, gene, Ombreitomkla, Tegodiola.
Austria. Illommia. Summary end
the Soviet Vegan. accordIng to







Allitemets IVA Weak In




de Mims bade boys eredIM ho
medlored ihrbutleure hoKenfemby
edienta with oddlyad ef Mem
weer membered", In Its Fare
Itemere of dnerens.
I4L100 ham comprise OM
niMberstap cif Kenrandre III
FPA ~ere Whom ere served
to OM vanwhimell agrimilure ho-
The remOceicm earn-
nip at thaw PTA masers Mal
abtast 064 nallilan mealy
We are liver; in an wa 06
specOgaMion Tlocksre farmer or
eml-biarbiese mem mud be tesbn
Mist olt ardly Al hie pertloubr
the 01 utak butt be huh deo be
mere a the inight sconotale
trend. whIci2 1111111.1111. his vCsal-
tice.
I fed thet .agidAgbd agglediluni
tnereng. tied In WOO edgy* peen-
enwrap th Pr& noo Mee our
U !Alb 111111111/ 2111111101000n upon
mum maw The 117-
structinn they memIS
Data Is basic 03 611.1111/r Weding
The millanr Meg native Mem&
pastildsoftn in ma eakellee can
prime maid IbrotftillS Nita
The Ohm of Mb piers Fle6
Wesk wee NMuSembor Tooth Is
Aplounurat' This Is a very trap-
hi end moMMOull theme as we
OM nod llo ellmet mow mom
pongee late eimiodhra The ewer-
rege age of oximii brume is a-
Mt X while the mmilan ye a
facpublam In now SI Odor
weineogeasenbultare we Sw-
am Miller deadline, as air se
momeow paes. Neallemho IMf.
Wes dime Maw urgent a A Met
we pA mare Alert PN1061 Imo
arriodkra
agreMburet canape are mt
annaam ternew enoush linen
and qratnen earb Year ho 616 the
ker amines Sane enduatas Mae
tip to 16 Jaw from .ebach to dame
Ompkotrerk I feel enemy yeeng
motor lork st the anchor hi lbe
rotanbor cit iarinera and fed Yds
Is the Weed of ellrloakir* This
Is tar rrun di. red Asatian ea
agrenualne genws engademe ea
the popundhlon Ircremea
..I.L1'5777„.1%.'
awW5 me area cm the Ikon I
hape Mom of us in poelhone af





TIMM! : MC L.
71threire 76 al
Cathey Orintrector 10 11
Bank of Murray Silt
Undery's SI
Martin 011 02 X
T V Service Center hilt 4.1%
Corvette Lanes 31 be 44 '4
Colonial Bread 51% 41 '4
Palace Detre Inn en eon
Werke Super Market 46 64
an Jersey 46 46
School of SUalnent MK
Wormy CehlerUdon 41 tog
Trentioho's Drive Inn a% al%
Jerry's Drive Inn 311% 195.4
Mgt Team Cieme
Cathay Contreator 1046













George I Hodge IN
Paul Ragsdale 350
1113gli 'Three Clam WIC
Paul Ragsdale
Joe Biesinford 1/113
George Z. Hodge 101
Tm Averages
James Neale 146
N n Chancey 151
Lyman Dixon ITV
Deaner Brewer ITI
T C Here-rove 177
Balton (barrage 17"/





- 0eargeS Hodge, &icy
our young mope towed ewes
poelteons By the stioa. alren„ I
hope orgenusemns such as Ma
512 armee:awe to remmege rtxd
yoallb to ISM • Admillems, in
air:Maur, "
The erased Kentucky hahmal
Shorthorn seal Palled flimecrn
Show and era Mg be held $4at-
using Mardi 9 at ibe Einaicky
PM and lispoMion °enter A bo-
tall of de entnada.34 Atha and SO
ferrates. ME be mai "Me show
kill begin45 4.31/ emm_ witti the




By 014131 CAIPIINTICIL farann'a AMA meet Man In the1
finale to ban its regional UMLOUNIVILLS. Ay WI - With hainkins, With 4-7 Innicettie suddenness 01 the final huh goy aimpigo In she pivot, woothe lor-liNs lush 'Moot harlot-
ball mem will be over at Free-
dom Hall Seturday night and I
Of le teems will retro as Ken-
tucky's chamglon.
But first same the hoopla and
carnival atanoiphere of made
rnenent wad In Lout/vale.
Sixteen regional winners are all
thaL are Mk eller thetaande 01
games and nearly five months of
Oar Theiletteds of fans will lens
LauartlksIS WM the action Midi
bsntoft---Wles Clait 50
▪ lueld1-11101684-is tho
In other glable today. Dames
meets 1.4111 01111110. BIM aki
1.6614 143111115.11-Miceca arid
Ian Coml. balties Clay County
Those maw meows the up-
per MOM me dim why high-
II rated legmess, winner of tra
7th atom Mow the mown route
to the MOW
In the WNW bracket are crimp
ed Tiane@ Jefferson, lanky Co',
Ogibtelic and Cliaagow It
appears to be the tonehed brack-
et
Thomas Jefferson upust Lonia-
rtlle Central in winning the flth
Region and has what is consider-
ed tto atrameet front Line arvund
Paced by 6.4. 140-gmand senior
Ron Thamm the Patricia Moe •
30-5 mord Thom who Is Av-
eraging 176 pants and 31 re-
bounds a rm. La catnplinentild
by 64 vore Stapbens and 64
Ike Unsold
Covington Catholic embed by
Mote Has, is 35-6 on the mein
and is led by 41-41 forward Randy
Noll and 5-1 center Joe Vakuhl.
Catholic bad ill, clifbasiley win-
ning the 1111h RAM.
Oltagoe. with talealed forwent
Jerry Dunn. km hem the power
of the 4th Region and South Cen-
tral Kentakety thle year With /a
well-executed fort brim the Bina-
heve TIM past all bit Iwo op-
ponents this yew
Oeoree Unarld. brother of Elea-
eernity J Lassiernie All-Merbos
Westley Clued and Thenes Jed-
Ohio State To RepresentTelevision •Schedules Ten In NCAA Title RaceWitil-TV WLAC TV 1/111I-1'V








I Last Is Igen
Twenty Years Ago Today I : 
.55 Aad...dm. Orem meseid •
de • Br oar Ube
• LAMM& a IMMO YUJI





I The Semi Mew
keg Taws
spoke on "Skulls Are White"
Varsity tsaketball players at Murray High School wenpresented letters at the banquet at the school The letterswere presented to Bud Tolley, Noble J Knight, David Out-land, Belly Jo Coursey. Will Mat Jones, ;Fred A McCord, BobbyToy, Billy McKeel, Teddy Lash. Harold Alton, and Prank
Mrs E 8 Diuguld, Br, wag honered at a party In celebra-tion of her 92nd birthday on March 9
"MOOT 'Mgr - Clotetapber Valiant. & who111eught be was • glggyIad. mew at the pretty that hadleen WWI II HoIlleat NON Orteber Dr. Joha Allever,she mama the eels Is the sw. esophagus Is Cleve-lama is hiI tke penny
•




















'Monday, March 14, IOU
12
1111111111.1T £wvi3OU 1111001111/111
--T-111Wee at -Ries nee Weenie.IS wee Jul Iglagteg Owen-
le learlawa Meare ra. World Term I ".44 hie dinee 4 I • '
se San ef
I/ IS Levee ISeleadma none
Ihe bairn art Laildetufses - Neer Party2 • 5.5.0._s Werrfe 1411/11is - 
New.
•Iree Deal Slay I One. er meet
•S
111711-1411 WOMB TIMM






















1 --1111Waler I Peew
Illesilan Wein Use It•••••t Ina MOM I16111.•••••Ivy Room rai, Mg Orr
-11 11MISAI snatuaryaamaiir
Nowearai
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41 Pmemsaie .1.,-45- , - ,...119m11111.-VICI 97511-NAMIVirlivrtl-'-Atirl010 NildlibtrICI --.:--
lin TEN O'CLOCK REIM01 Se 11.011 News 1 Nirws
•le elreather Innis I Weatear : Spole Rolsed Wefill•43 Tee Maisie 1 Ihense 9 tamer Jeer olease
is •ee eime
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•
LA.P'ATETTE IndWI - Catio
Mate wes hot and lows was
odd $4o Ba Budomes will repre-
sent the Mg Ten in the Nalional
Cohmer A.2hietk A/410[1“10111 Om-
kaftan nhonvionatilp
ChM Mete pareer behind MEI
bed to stave off repeated lows
ministo our, an 116-1111 declaim
✓ier the Rairkeyes In the first
Mg Tan baakelball playoff in SO
Mara
The game Weeded Gay the to
▪ teem and both tem re-
main co-chompions
Iowa Coach Ralph Miler blam-
ed the Ibeetaye troubles cm • and
start in width his players made
Ike tirnovere, unmet thetr to..
nine shots at the MIA aid went
dblibout a fled foal tri the fiat
right minutes
"We were tigIe and tense and
died t know Mat to elbeet." be
we "Then we weren't MOM
you and they were I allat aboa
Mire rest helped deft and ow
km to Mleragen saint hapus -
The Buckeyes who set • Mg
Ten season record for field-goal
edurecy of 91 g per cent hit SOS
mama the Hacateyes who ne-
Mewed only 1114
Bat Iowa bed the ooneolidation
of Sann Williams who led the
moring with M patina
Sm. tied the Ware at 34-111
end WOO and moored eight Ara-
ISM points So eat the Ohio elate
lead lo 50-711 with lem than a
Minna to play bream [hasty Moe.
dot, and Bill Roam mired aro




Mg Tee Playoff at tlediuMi.
Sm
Ohio at is Iowa is
--
N ALA Tearloareed aSMOM
Clay. helamad
Northeastern Okla SS Athens AM.
15
Hanover 107 Southern Ore SO
lhatern Mich 112 8 P Ausitie SO
Cent Wash IS Aftapserque 72
Central Ohio SI 1611.11kin 04
COMM St 55 (Raiford 711
Diekineon at 711 Weahburn fl
lantern Mont. • Wayne at 70
BUS DILIVSSIS 'TWIN
I LIVIIRPOOL. kterinne WI -
is. drivers daged a wildcat drib*
Tuesday, bearing a ineashe Wig -
hoe bangle of private cars. Mem
Britain's hard premed goverofeent
refused to approve their me. maw
granted by Liverpool My authari-
Ma. The National Pores and In-
N Board has been appealing
linitsmetully to unions to hold
the wage Itne to prevent a wad*
petce aptral that could wipe oat
Malta of the pound denim-
gan.
(0,1' • - . Showing
From 1 p m Daily





In the loosest sense
he Is her husband
and In the loosest
wily she Is his wife?
- LEAVE THE CHILDREN NOME
* KIDDIE SHOW SAT. I til 3 P.M. *
"Little Red Riding Hood and Monster"
_ •
7715115,110,710077717,7777-7
date tinee in Ms end 1104 when
Wes Vraski Shed the oerase pet
The Mu most likely Carthorse
oandiddes this year appear to be
Henry Clay, a good solid meat
that redly asani autected to wilt
the KM Region and canervile.
which etanrabed Owensbaro aid so-
erreedyNa. oy winning lie Seel





viewing in our office 11211
Week. Call on chain More










Year In Poll -
24111119711111 WI - The Oho
Wisp Olinfereane COaltens Thee-
am pietas ma Thineamses Mod-
em SAM and Wattern Kan-
Lucky. Mayne Chapman as the
coadi end Myer of the yaw In
the OVO rateaterea
tbe tamottee gat ed • 10-mart
ANI-OVC imetrebed tem Three
earears mane the squad bahdes
Chemmin Mama iteemeirys
MAIM fieeits. tea Tanneners
Mae 13.nse and Allanure Dad
Curictegram.
Ph. Ashore tooluhrg Me non-
feremee Idling surer Well.
Brown of Mithe Termesew were
Hod to elbe teem Others were
Med BAK of Mid Tinumme,
Jerry Canby af 51cretreatt. Ikeda
Mogibiators af libetern Kentucky
ered Lamar Owen a bandwid.
The only egesondre in make Me
roma eas Are= Pure hmard
wife,*
rtmesitere cc the CCOM:6•11 Oder
Mord Ere Oimanigium Cl,
Vlidetrutan and &mgt.
In hie Ilth year et the halm.
ilkleakel bed the BUos to a le OW
the OVC 0111* said Mier dereding
Mares in a beeped the night to
revenant Gb• crinferme In She
NOAA Thurraeneek
LEACH'S MUSIC
ONLY IS MOSE DAYS as me
dada( Maguaw.. 411.11111W Nip











drudgery of "doing up"
than white shirts every
week. Ws can give shirts
that slick prodamiteal Ra-
nh, starched Past as he
likes them-light,
medium or balmy. Plus
take etire of minor
moaire--replacs broke.
buttons. Be smart -call
on to today.
Call 753-1553 for our




- Mal PICKUP and DEL/VERY -
Truly Fine Cleaning Those 753 - Mid
MURRAY LOAN CO.
MONEY HEADQUARTERSsos w Malls Street These T$3.48.11
Early Spring Special
" CORNO
$500 Per Ton SAYINGS
on
CORNO PREMIUM PIG STARTER
CORNO PREMIUM PIG
SUPPLEMENTS
With CORNO you can raise healthier,
heavier pigs that go to market in lees
time and at a lower cost per pound of
pork.




. t t 
Peri.•_-4•4161.16.1.••


























WEDNESDAY — MARCH Is, 106S
$ Fightin
(Centineed Imes Floe Om)
g • • •
el the Whir, highs& la the 1114-
on without sasspOlona.
In addetion to th, Sim lax
Mot, the pmemor seeing •
boat in the Yin reglei
Mon for Wan aim to WOW
The Demucrek agistrute wouid
mase the area to. In 4 per Cad,
111 extend to 'ors services. SEM
tame on ogramera, wbietel. wine
e.nri beer, and change the melior-
ate to. program "The party's bud-
ge would cut 1132 nikat Mn
Nunn's frograto matey in educa-
tion allonalloca, whiei emoint for
mts& of the Mated bud's.
'flaulay the Senate poised •
SI to Sive DainneslitIC MSS KO
Gen Jahn B Broilenrldge ads
authority to smtint Waal anne-
, nee lor Mate depirtments, • rote
currently held by the &Minders-
non.
The wile, along Mkt party
tow Se 12-14 The MR now 'pal
to the House It vs reaasnerah
ed by • specie aubcommatte Of
Nunn& BERitherre Thet Pots
which investigated the sittorneg
gensethe ants. 'Itie report how-
ever, Me been eirmilimel by
Nunn.





--tirmed a girth employee MAI-
M* beg which cuts three hicidays
--Oonfedarete Memorial Day, Rob-
ert K. Lade Hirehtlisfr and Odium-
bue Day — and owes orate wat-
ers adillaget sosaion Uwe on a
sentare, bath
11-3 a Mate Online
Otenraiseion propose I twreming
psosalleg for teriart
—1:1thmited 12-11 MOM. 4016-
minion WI allowing price enc-
O ere t9 Mike inediemanor uremia
when seem on ressonable wrounCis
the cisme teed been tomatilia
sal
—Approved 31-1 MS Meng
the pie for eland and pee 'won
trim 16 to $10 SRO
-Defeeted 1-21 • bill Saki
woukt panne • scdtwer to est
mineram Meg prices gor his Ent to the father. sited how the
goods, ens 'gained -tor node 11101111 aroldO like to go an themu,. NBC talerialion show and just Ilke
that—they debuted on nt.
And the aff ars rolled tn. "Th-
! day" booked them beet for am37. • • • hour- long concert today They '
Mire male two of 10 appearamesastinesi Tres rare Olasn for which they've signed on VW
rd Sullivan show The rape-Ge°nfe RantheY 1.004 or 2 Per ! senad the tinned awns at thocent. Rdnaa. **Man 1"2 or wed San Reim_ musk removal in Italy10? mg, Harr" eta"en 117 or calker Ulla month. then unwed theIWO Pelee", Wallace 244 di; seed !country. and am booked for coo-per cent. Clouds Percy W or fere !• cart mpearsnces an weekends forPer cant. and °thin. "lb ca. months ahead amend the Unitedper rent 
StatesTflitoo swept all the Republican Weetimit Mirynational conventan deimates Tne, num di". to voitind,.h. edhellirtla wen Iltalla di Olt • Scams of 'Moot Pm. of theth mac:rant delegates. ' !children are In the ProfemilonalDemesatic returns frame IED or ; nnlidruva &no.' in N.. Tait.
74 Per dent of the 001 Prednarta ! two are sit Pan Malaga sad onesnowed Mothirthy capturing Id swot to eor„n tynnt_Ato
thildgerl of Tiehotable deballtta• and ! "University of Vietnam" utis he pJohnson 3i
Republican returns trim 30 or
100 per aridof the precincts
showed Mem getttng I OCW
delagetes.
to the Democratic rine pred-
ations! preferential voting returns
f rain WI or 110 per cent of the
states /OS preinots gave
Vies President Hubert Hen-
phrey 110.1 or 41 per cant of the
votes. Kennedy 3.613 or 11 per
cent and others 5.1311 or IN per
cent
lartrarthy immediately predicted
that New Hsinmslere would OS
him the push he needs to win the
neat major dement* prinsey
contest. coming In Wisconsin April
I Both hisand Johnsbni mars
will be on the ballot in Wiationen
and In the Democrstic primaries

















felle PLAN OF C0111141111
011101K11001
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see% Seam t_._ sod p_ 4••••1
Dy GAT P4111LAT
17PI Remea's lidlier
14We YORK ROI — The Molly
that enga Dowther pronto tomtit-
er The C011eills. of Newport, R. I.,
S neben Moi for pure 
pinnatead home, soon were making load
appearance for chirty. moved on
to the Ivy League college comet
client. then Just We in Holly-
sod were climovered quite by
exident for the bettor
511 inembna of the family of
nine the ex are mom and nee
children make up the Math i'1
—Lnatruntental combo which al-
reedy has rworeted one disc which
sold over one minion unite, mo-
lter single nearing the prised one
intIllon morn. album alas moir-
lag toward the top. and is lined
up he ea many ispeareincs.41M
concerts and networt television
as tine will allow
Divide Okarry
The Mod of the fenny, Bud
Cowell. a Niny veteron, thik,
want to mention the actual a-
mounthis brood alrila per 'mover-
enc•—"but we're getting better
than top dollar We divide the
money nine ways The children's
Sass go Into true for each."
The OciwatIls always wort sr a
unit. dm anything from met
to hymns Cowell le dm real
name It. of Lieeromoldlamthast-
es. &gni origin None of Sam
ever has had a vocal or issaten-
mantel music Moon and they
might man be performing la the
Newport area If it had not been
for a welter tram the mamma
-Today" shoe maittonine Inttr
Rhode Ward Snort
He heard them In a Neiman
hotel. eggreersnos. ustrextuoes me-
The children are Bill, W. the
twins Deb and Dia Is. Paul.
Parry, 13. John 11. and Sash
who in her wards Ls "eight and
, threw-quarters " The only nen-
zithers are father Cowell, a SW
thed chief petty Mincer. and DM.
Paul hadn't KIM either urtrill
Italian tour when he filied-ln be-
came one of the others had to
go back to college
Norms.117. Paul and Dick act
as stage and road managers Bud
COSIUM helps steer the whole ahip.
DONT VISIT IMPORT
VATICAN MTV Vet — High
Vatican sources Monday dueled •
Deign& newspsper entail ay-
fog Pope Psul VT would visit Moe-
• this summer
•rhip Vatican newspaper f.
valor, Reams denied FM 2 an
Italian otestaelne report M the
mine nature Time sources said













Phis moat farms that saw










& TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
"The Plank"
Are Vital
VIA To a Chic Top Model
Wardrob• For 28 Years
LONOIX BODY look in a rib stitched and textured earth-
gee by Exmoor which can be worn equally as well as a
blouse or over one The round neckline, buttoned as shown,
is • flee foil for chic searfery. It comae In many colors.
_ 11111110R
..WILATILII BLOUSE can lead a dual life.
Teamed up with either casual or town
separates square neckline lends itself to
chic Jeweir. arrargementa By Kxmoor
AltiRST MARCHERS
RIR DELHI Int Police ar-
meted 4/ persona Monday, five of
tben issenyusaa Socialist part
menhirs of Peollarnent tor mar
thing In front of the proudest':
plume They were protesting the
8owsetopent areepUtraw of the
ward by an intarnatoonal tribun-
e/ it one tenth of the Minute






THE ORIGIN of our prow
ant day fashions le always in-
triguing and if one delves far
enough Into the atuuils of
fashion history, it is amazing
to discover how much inepira-
tion is gleaned from eons past.
For example: The juppe, •
short feminine garment with
long dolman sleeves worn over
a long tunic In the Byzantium
is the origin of the present
versions of overblouses, sweat-
ers and knit pullover&
With the return of the suit.
mobile skirts and the tremen-
dous Importance of separates
for casual, town and formal
wear, these items are once
again a vital part of the femi-
nine fashion way of life.
They are great extender,
for town, school and travel
wardrobes and can do eo very
much to achieve a change-
about in the total look. But
care in style and color selec-
tee must be exercised.
Tor casual or career wear,
topper' that are seasonlesa,
simply d• signed arid are
adaptable for mixing and
matching are, of course, the
Ideal choice.
Those shown here were
chosen for that purpose for
several reasons good classic
but "right now" styling, ver-
satility, silky smooth looks,
arid easy care and mobile
comfort - -.factors not to be
overlooked by the traveler,
the college or busy career
Sift
All are shaped of Tycora
nylon yarn and because of Ur
mart, simple necklines can be
glesnoriard with perky jewel-
ry, colorful scarfs or tuck us
oeilar insets.
In delightful vivid and paa-
tel colors as well as blue and
white, they are modestly
priced es. ewe they are quite
different in feeling, why not
buy leveret for a change of
tuition face 1
JEWEL NE( KLINE of plain front blouse
by Designer Originals can be ingeniously
accented with colorful beaded chokers or
huge aqua re scarfs tied Weiiitin,
Hog Market Report
Federal State Market New. Ser-
i vice, Wed March 13. 101111 Ken-
! rooky Purchase Area Hog Merkel
Report includes a Buying Stations
Receipts 501 Head, Barrowa and
Gilts Mostly Me Higher; Boos
Steady
US 1-2 -- 200-20 IS 010.10-20 00.
US 1-3 - 1110100 5. 1116 711-41100:
US 1-3 — 110-350 he $16.26-le IS;










— 370-360 his $15 50-16 50,
— 300-460 los 01430-1550
— 400-00he 1114 00-15 00
lay GAY IPAULEY
fi UPI Women's or
NNW YORK Oft -- The years
fade away for any woman to/k-
ing with Kin Soderlurid. Sweden's
lady answer to a British Twiggy.
They used to oall Mrs Soderturid
-The Pea "
But listen to the woman. •
widow, mother of three, ethom her
emaciates call the "queen it the
models."
"I don't walk with my soul In
toy hand," said Mrs Soderiwid.
Then she translates the Smash
maxim further! "Real beeuty
comes from 'Stabs." And she acids.
nbe Jay at life Is the best cos-
• hippy WOWED le ilever
. Marring Li lug own &s-
em Window"
Them spoken In her heetitant
Mellen, are some of the phillaso-
phial it Kim Sodertund. who has
gpent zo a her O3 year, as •
model arid the last 11 it them as
heed of her Stockttokn Sttlakolan
style school that trains other girls
in the slays of cameo, grooming,
makeup techruques. fitness and
[shim modeling
Mrs nottertuno is making her
firm visit to the United States
-to and how I can open doors'
In Arnerlca for Sweden's cot:,
tire and ready-to-wear ta-! ,•
She arrived with • war,Iriatie
"part couture, cart Ken" and all
of It built around her colortrig —
golden blonde hair. tubber eyes,
pale beige akin. The remit is •
ithigs it beiges and off-whites, and
Wee and greens all with • hint
at yellow to htedight ;her naturo,
Menpiston.
The vivacious Mrs Sodertund
Wes born lives Viktoria Andr-
sod as a girl pioneering the
moMMIeg field In Sweden was
billed 'as the ugly duckling"
"I have OM nose' she laughed,
pointing to one with • Moog
outward move
Her wort as a model began
*hen she was a alieStrl In a
Dtoekholm store The Lane then was
one for popularity it the full.
rounded figure and her oo-work-
ers immediately mimed her L'The
Plank " Currently. she has about
Ill pounds distributed over a five
feet, Seen Inch figure
But a store executive spotted
tbe long. lean kiwis and thought
Kint would be able to model.
Mrs Sociertmcli family consists
it son Louis, M. who is starting
a career in the textile field.. son
Pierre, 20. a .student, and dough.
ter leadeletne 16. elso still in
Wool Her huebuld. Per Erik















RLUS . . .
We can have an expert
help you plan your








Census -- Adults 04
ihteefirigri Rime& 11, UN
WS Pew Wit, Rage 2, Mutt-
MC Mrs Mine Atherton, Route
5, Oltwasig: Meter Oar! Perry Rt.
I, Matioto Mrs. Lets Stubbleneed,
Role 3, Murray: Mns, Bertha A-
they. Dover. Tenn Wendel All-
Denten, Rut. 5, Murray; Mrs,
Wand" OmMand, Rota. 4, Benton;
Mh. aro N Jones, Hot TO Dex-
ter. Mrs. lisible Beale, Clokiwater
Road, Murray. Mrs. Molloy Lee,
50 Paper, Attomy. Richard idl-
er ROM/ 1, Akno. Mrs Virginia
Megan, Shady Grove. Calvert
Oity, Mrs. Jenny Surge and baby
boy, 301 Maple, Murray
Dbasimeas
Mee Mired Brencion. Route I.
Akno: Orville 0. Dublm, 203 So.
12th Street, Murray; Mm Joie
Flora, 1616 Magredia Dere, faec-
al, Lindsey Ibibette, Route 4,
seturray. Herbert Sinn. 80 Wed-
rap Drive, seurney: John Thur-
man, Route 4, Murray, Thu/ Min-
oan, Route I, Lynn drove, Lynn
Jester. 113 North 14th Street. Mur-
ray. John Trotter. 313 North eh
Street, Murrary; Lee Henson (ex-
pire:1i. Route 2. Mornay; Mrs, Jo-
anna Burrow and baby en, 1610
; Wier. Murray; Mrs. Betty J.
; Thompson MEW baby girl, Route 3. be ehlrlble far the free seedling,.Paris 'reran . The LI S. • Soil Conservation
Service, A. S. C S State Ihten-
elm Service and the Kenhelty
Division of Forestry are cooperst-
Ing in this program
Further Information can be ob-
tained from the local cable of
thee agencies
Federal AL P cost sharing Is
ilfrailabie to landowners who pane
pines. The government will pay
• large share a the coat of plant-
ing. The lost county committees
curt &dote the indtvidual land-
owners of the benefits avallabie
tinder this program.
The 13 counties in Kentucky are
served through Westsco's Wick-
liffe grim. and Forager. Richard
Babbld, Is avatlable to meet land-
owners In ordering seedlings thro-
ugh the Matching Seedling Pro-
gram.
Under Westvaco's Matching
Seedling Program, there Is no
obligantin on the part of land-
owners to sell future pulpwood har-





/OE MARTIN DEAD—I omPh
A' Martin, 83. a Massachu-
setts Republican who IrerNed
42 'ears tn the House of
Representatives. Including
four years as speaker, was
dead on arrival at • holepital
after collapsing at bane of
II lo-wood, Fla
Nom Virglina Pulp and Pepe
0•1•Ornr, throtigh its Mhos at
Wickliffe Ky Is offering to nisei
Mae seedlloge op to 10.100 with
Landowners in the 13 counties a
Western Kentucky
For each seedling a landowner
buys from the Kentucky Devision
of Foreitery, Weetweoo will meth
the order on • one-for-one bele
Any tradfividual Landowner With
plantable land IS elloible for this
program.
The purpose of the proms= is
to encourage the planting at mom
pine in the counties where Wei
vsco expecte to be tieing wood
When the new mill Is completed
The Company will also funitab
3000-ierneleiNIIIIII to any mem-
ber at 441, /M. Soy or Girt
Socitia or other agonized youth
group. prowess the member la
wanscad in • pitmen' pro-
.0 e the group
Any school district wishing to
start or expand • school—forest
can get up to 5,00 seedlings
through the Company n is not
necessary for the students or
schools to purcheae seedling's to
SPRINGS SPILL.03 tt
TRAPOONT. Sicily SPI — Wars,
sulphurous hot sprints bubbled ohl
of the protmd In beo areas of
Sicily Friday, s•PareintlY the re-
sult of the earthquakes that be.
ton to rwrage in mld-Jan.
uary Smentista rid the tremort
which killed at least 289 persona,
apparently tracked open under-
ground pockets of natural gas
mixed with sulphur
All for the price of a fancier priced car.
$32604 the latest average price
paid for q new car these days. (So
says the Automobile Manufacturers
Association.)
$3260 will also buy you a new
range, o new refrigerator, a new
dryer, a new washer, two new tele-
v+rtnn sets, a record player and a
Tan" Volkswagen.
Of course our little package
doesn't Include all those tricky little
Items you rnd on those fancier-
priced cars. (Like on electric trunk
opener. An electric ashtray clean-
er. Or headlights that disappear
when the sun comes out.)
But It does include good food,
clean clothes, nice music and a
chance to watch all the summer re-
runs in color.
A lot of people frown on a
Volkswagen because they feel it
doesn't offer enough in the way of
foncYgodgefrY
look again.
How fancy con you get/
Carroll Volkswagen, Inc,
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23, son of Mr.
. Williams. Now
assigned as a
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WIDDNISSDAY - MARCH 13, 1062
MN. & Likeigas . . . 'Immo 111-1041 41 14S-410
VoreaA Vold 
Lassiter Home Is
Scene Of New Hope
Woman's Meeting
The Wn sSSA, of Chriet-
gthece at the New Reps
chamiti met In the hone at Wm
J W LaMar on Worth 7 at
Um o'clock in the forneto
als. R. M. latiker presented the
WM Owe at the Surly "atria
ma the TIMM of lien" the me
etholed by /dr Waiter Withal who
Mrs. Harry Sparks, Wife Of Murray State
University President. Leads A Busy Life
TOD 101010 eery appsmod
the Weide Sligo af The Cour-
Or-.1/theliod and Times Loathille,
connersing Men Harry Sparta
Mee af Oar president ci Meow
Inahr Clethereiey A diary
Ins Dr Sputa oppeared in
the Sumba wpm tait & heath
eery wen by L J. Health an
Dr Wredin• morn* aggiewed in
the Ledger & Tales The Ledgesspoke an tholuem and Buditini. Tana, is ripmest the feedure
• WIWI* -The Odn'rela- S. Mow an Mmagora ear the bene-
Imo J• 111 at their nothlie, k a as M-ania in the lather and seillber
and Ms 141100 PCoae Ibli
thigther The nee teen 011 be 0, Irmo= SATOH
▪ Itemoder. blurb 14, at Om Ommler-Someol abet Writer
hone of lersItQ HMO&
Mm Irate- Wince 0110010 
110011RAT - IMO • newly se-
the kronen ar MOW 41111.11 ebwelins,,kagmurla 4:wciands.Th-... and Meets were laMtl* the
/imam. an- --
S 
Seth emelt frem Ken-
nourced thee the Melo pikes of ass" 
WalIPSa(55e 
talth 111the eituatth you'd be &dived ch wincholter, bileseed • train tor a
or about the It af Whircik coal menthe dad la Moo Coun-
ty in Eastern IfoolielioPlane kr the honsomkg
When her hither Mk the YoungMrsMeths Muth 31 were clecomal.
weihh use the phereen tancher to the naln be alio hand-
sower The swim ea, „mos ed bar a return saheduie he had
Aseeten Leen - Hiegings unliamti in ir.thisal" her▪ amenor idsimm, she esee Mew In Droolothillge Coontr He
kid bar he alga think Me wouldIMO —yer an Othe arepture from
erefHilisom 1 111
II ihree Mars laterVIOLWielor Lib* a Shepherd Lag
LOGI Hthes reliesed in Dreads-De" was ono Mrs Ram Wks
Iblie amber Med Ihma 10ahee the heiltey 299 1911991119
1910,9 991991911/099. SYS. 5/991.mtheir thy of We and
gallon JIMMY ilhal MI* set go.prams popitheles. Mrs 01•10
Doe rend Mogi the SIMS and
semi Sin home M IMO toIheeM1 seneme these In-
dere len Dem Ilegithm germ are ilass7 a Wig tail:her. Mroutationei prchiama sod baa "NI" whp °jaw 113 Smck-A),, Lammw somming heiege Gauntly tram Hoolsethe
mem lira J W lathier thaw.ee pima.. at the amen mg they MC met the sumener after
law ...eicah., mob of her gambetion bun college
three pewee lea 11-61ila les- • earze thew nwirriorr the slants-slow =mai anums eed beg n Mee never left edumelon.
Gem To °Mem gr. 11011Wdr. Is further waverin lesay eininengig la-de, =mum The low ems and the Harry Sparta has bid est ble prune ere in Marne
• to is s limb at is„. • "everteetr phi educthan Isere &pars, tt hoe my. sag
sao mesa becomer Vve flt Mien coukl their 3-year-aid chaneger Jill are
mewmm 5515 tinclime( at bee billowed" he husband tn Cincinnati ithere he Is doing
omen. in Mu:Maori ?MITI teanher an eternity In archlinecture
to omega, to Mane to Mee He attended tharray tho tar
sprintendent of puler inanac, ewe' nem then MIR gestated
from the Unemety of Cancan:ma
inthellsonore .hane
Mow In the prose atredecor-
ated the prneldentb hone are
eddlng maw reopen Mrs 'parte
worth the 12-rocen hone built
Mout ea love • dua1 pur-
port - to be Men home and to
be a college remittent*
-7 mint the madame to be
amen** to any mow Owe would
Rh ust the tame far enter-
taining when sone one mow to
the meatus me when the
different tagnernents do mine
Omar Mega'
Alrindy Dr Sparta ram sehad-
dee serene of his triesange with
gawps grouts at the fieldmice
• the 
prayer There were eight members






tion And now college prescientd Mks teeth lbe
; In her new rue of beatbey
The east regeder esierbe Wormy. Mate (.10a7 sew,
• bleb lira Chow DIEM At her hatheind beams ~Mot In12
• • •
Dinner WWII Sunday
For Lewis Byerly M wort as
much se I thought The oily
ire rot mime fame
On 89th Birthday lbserseng tithe Is ewe et OW
Al at the children at Lewis
'mak pitherel et the tome of




are Ferrer se he a known.
bed the honor of hawker at at bases
hie children and Inimithe memo Par mm ressr rears tha thekir tin Thorinn we Mraparkare bed in Fotheort while
and Mrs cbms brow kg, mg Dr Routh euperithendent
Mm Owl Rymer Wm Regmend asSearlass• It be
meth! m tenths certillogion in
the those Department of Other
lion% Maim at
Omen' inawake' leth
to 13w thee psalm the Sperimie
beadlathes mm 11 years Dgr-
tng time lint Sparta teeth
Ensith lor az yews at Weise
Mph Read and me thorinn far
min rare Othere High ethane
how ththerilloy Illgh School i
the Lenny mimes
dm
Moser Mrs Sparks • eANIONIM
to her mar bee palms new,
eamillip don the esgesated
"7 toe awereiting I do end 1
/Whet Clolinsen. and Wra Peel
Hemet
TVs at ha dose freesia. Mt
and lers Herman Isinw mere
Men kr Isn Inns hour
twoDunne the saleroom a( his
enedeedren and ibmillen, bet
and Mrs Artie Rees* and Lame,
end Mrend Wm Pringle Darner
ere bath Mr Sewer ffla inz
areenandMedren Mate= growl
mandoternie See. earths
AruL tome ism *1 sere ago
Dune/ the Mime= Or and
MmRobert Milker celled to see
-Pa liperty Mel the been able,
the Leder a Teem fur flag
yoga
end of the Ory mot nary glint
whet rre lone It• as to many
—, lenge '-
nee la the lee gene In more
Moo IS yews that Me Me not
beets empollard "I mew wart the
wane wee I miles de friends
Oise nweemid a nwister% de-
gree an OM hien Mese edu-
GSM we Ithery Menne. • field
in Sikh the the a year toward
a Orearate
The blue-eyed Mrs amnia hoe
newer -MS would be thselble
Shirley Garden Center
CAIATOILNIA GROWN RV ARMSTRONG
Many Varieties in Chow rrifte
- NURSERY STOCK
=ADC Tama- FRUIT TI. - HOWLS
ITRAGIUDENS - AZALEAS - yrws
BOXWOOD - MAGNOLIAS - NANDINAS & Others
LAWN FOOD
Noe the One to feed year lawns. kill weeds (Inc lading
crab grads) *ad tosects pies presiding the right food
ter a gaga Mira. We nil loan yea a spreader.
rzAT MOSS - rorrruziaa ruSs
MOLY - GARDEN TOOLS - 8P111741LE1111k
row za mowitas Timms - WHIM. itARJIL01/11 •
GARDEN VINCE - TREILERNIR • MANY OTHERS
Potted Rose Bushes








. _ . .






he' diettemen boar does wet
to go through one atMon." In
ItIghtzt the could not get • do:t-
aste et Wormy sol -It the nev-
er been feeelble Own • Waft
and go to another unevervey
Laws meek thong In the NW
them room at the beg MEIN
hone an the babes MrMrsWag
express:1 doubt dot dag
tae time neer to aeolledt bin
atowitions/ career c,
alVs "rag, mace 0 he Wee
end is with me hatband fan
Si) when I went."
Mach she could not do Mien the
—'Idew&
Lent an asthma thus ear the
been mad anyarthie ex Mm
elpseta. spenethr In teeing he
bermelow-by
maid tine theehare Elpesin
chughter SI. • menew
Mose tho in a donathary.
thew the picadiele 'Tits the ten
below her latastry hum'
The flgartaes RAW, W
and ha Ste &*. are Prang
odd Sur bloke army In student
batwing Frequent*, they &MI In.
hea. so ROL
And with Dr apartif perthowe
Mite lin the now hnies-the 41-
wilnithethon Meting on a list
athalther the osittent`a ham.
St immelimai canes home far
Imid•
Paella *arta a dens enaliate
wok to hmemeat and tat set..
a Digebin - glees =misted bar
week hthg11110, et a Helenin
uniseedlig - a Itka sport
WI& 111101Wend in teach-
wig bwo-deseas Trench at OW-
ken" OMR, Mel MUM(
One ise at the Sparta Ma.
the 
Melanie Are l'esal
As for bears ethers dathelle
t'.0Mrs Spare* se her am-
SO& with than May been sone-
„est MOM 1 IRO thiste the
wane tgpe at wonderful kide
therm ewers been Ther nes be
• be sort woe but mm la pro-
belay good'
Wra Roth. sae dog tee sod
bow instwed there the male leele
pielnegge m etheselon thrash
'ere ormatinar hoer solosited
moricrer 111 the .001e
-Tweellehig deukt seek to dui-
lenge The teacher 5* the ne-
monetellie, to MatIP kerning 5*-




Ara -Surrey le the beer
cif Mm leperin Eh* rebeehed
sollete merribenethe WSW Of
the crthintheinne In Mum, eta
the Invid Prankinft
-Wit fell we as cone
here In none opacity -
(ow tuessend, Mio tad him
• at the ethasellon drithelment,
wee on 5*, bun Marrey
Wee Braid Sa mamba at es
Iththane Club. the Worant Cab
of Murray. ard PIPD netietnedin
Yaw, She moo a a ramfewr et
:Mee 1Cappa Oeseme sod MUM&
peas PI, enzollon hanitarY as
Miss and Alps Clams Oda
lobe moth inn s nembor
sr me Peet Weth
mm the
odat
Maw gearbees ere beak
Is be.e country they nim Transit





Wm Jahn A Long aellithin,
Oa. ihe ham (Milt at hat
am and brally Mrwad Mrs
Lime.and ceddren. toartha
aed Sohn sir Lang I. with lbe
Tannethe Tees, Author*,
. . .
Mm Caen& Jame aa. Auburn
guesselli, Auburn, Ala Is Lend-1w wriv, esowieno with ler
threnta, Mr and lira W Arai
• 102s Skeet
• "
11/ g Cart of berme has been





?red Me* pultho relations dir -
max at the Land Bellemen eke
Laker eue• eve gust apanter at
the deeds at the Then
dent at the Murray thathant. Club
held an leloadny *wane at
ti*' O.attack
The direotor dewed • Ren on
the Iorsasteen at the gnat "telea-
erne," pert between Carettsety
Lake and thatkey LW, and the
amaping facelltas avellthe U the
tamet.
Paillawing the Swoat. of the
RIM a gust:tan and sower pate
es heft lir Medi me Introduc-
ed by the swim cheniondt. lers
Alton Cbeastrell
bre. lanrced 1000, Ibsen
chnimme. geesided at the theseing
and elbetheold the mend ho-
thead a/ft an Wednesday
lag* 1/k With Deed lealletrop of
Illabigaig. D. 0 as the apenter
•Vhe digeothe (Meng swelkins
ear Linedb 36 and W were an-
nounead. The aloud ade show
Mg be held at the abe rase on
Worth 19
Wm Willem Philollow eported
ad the Iroise at flindessi I be
ftat Masa la Ilk ally
add* and ail alb as am/0
diallers era be IOW at • inter
als when anedgmenar °num oe
dada.
The depeelthimi conlineng
the aponsorthe IS blegether gagger
ex the diadem in the apeolal
edunecam cam 'deft Urn Jahn
Long as cheirman
Reports on the Woneust
oxidarados and the rummies sale
were an by the gable aliOlit
and Iths. Whet Hkeethe
Dunne the wailet tar Meth-
naints al coffee and dement
sered be the babbles. Mrs
Lyon. idna Plunk Modmeth.







Film Shown At Meet
Of Woman's Society
Of Hazel Church
The Wreath% Slishisly ChM.
an &thew at the Rawl Method-
lat Choc& held be reload wed-
Mt at the ahurch an Tuordlem
moo* welt Mrs H A Newgett,
preedent. trweding and appoint
with mew
the Olga Freeman shame
contertang Me wort In Wa-
wa by a that term theelontry
The le en, of three Ws beam
the pledge ameba In June
• The leader Sr the pitignen in
'Tooth - feende% Unlopped Re-
inurce• eon geodwe 10/31ar
She ffneweed Oa aseleinglea.
Youth - Chunth's Sae Vor
Change tat, Ithen sed Ln
and Where Cam We Clo Prawn
Here.
Mm Jahn 66hOullou41s announc-
ed dna the OM mists they an
-Ohne and Paths of Mmi woad
be held on Thurethe Sloth It
U two pm at the death
64,eirei at Use Read members
attended the diginkt meeting et
/Muth Remora Orley In Sikh
Rase WW .W Mord with Sheri
an Parts mares, remeemel • sp-
ark, recogisMon lin Ploy Drown.
mithorary on furlo41.. wee the
pies aperker and gam an in-
serting roma an Homan
During the sole box relish-
insole of caffee and desert were
served by the ticeemee, Mrs.





DMA! 17 at the licensed PEVAC-
IOWA Nuns met Mr lb math,
mai* nweethe Thealay,
thine 5. et The Derby restaurant
Pulbon
Ilterty-thao members ,were pre-
sent. and seem& gnats tnoluded
Mrs elm Weid., Rel. dtrealorin
nurse 10100 Plegebe and Mrs.
Robson Powell. RS dream it
nuns Pie= trope*
The gust theater. els Plage
Holder R94, of Cann Ocean, lare-
pawl prssentro • Ian an -Ow
it Clantae Paumit- and mote to
the group an the owes on
the health teem In a annthe
einolgenny
The Aprli napalm MR be held
In Morns, seh the pewee and




The -thew Do wear 4-1I
Club mat Is the home it ter end
bire Carts B. Meet on Thais-
day. earth 7. ikr Rs the meet-
tie
Hariere Met end the ciewallon
dialld were leery
Tether. priemdent. Barry Acreeph.
esprisedent rthiene Other, in -
•reary4remeerer elands Mart,
raperter
Cabana present were DOOM
Abbe Kenny Athens. Jerry
Toter and Real Nance
Doerr prole* books were Mien
to with one prise* Ilpe we
seri ane on throwing





DEAR ADDY. I am mented 51
• women Mao has memo flUse
quills but the Is the world'.
lousiest mat.
I could loggia her it the would
only t. but die dothn't. Wee bum
frown knele mad mooed toala
etal Mame even Miaowthe let-
etrootema graything the MAUI
* ether untheextel at burned.
I know bed INA tterythem ins
It I went wearattere theb M to
est I tee to mew It thyme
Sin emelt here an auedde lab,
and we haw no children. We've
been neweed nearly two men
and she Molt meth as decent
meet Amy auggadonet HAROLD
DIAZ HAROLD: A alho wite
lower esedwil in wow Bowed earl
a 'dmemer end ter her lembeed.
▪ Wegib 01110 Wy. nee •
ir ebe time 51 s
Wm. Mil wierreige esweeller
- end Was hies t. asere.
• • •
DEAR MET: I ant the weer•-
tar, at • very burl mth and I
gar my Yob lay prchlemS that
my mm hoe ketructal me M
find out nut only who Is catikm
end ith teishone numbs. but
eft whom tee • siecoleted red
the nature of the oat
I hem tried In get at MO in-
kramian by slam. -Weld mu
Were teO me Mot Is MS call
regerdthet"
You would be angdowl at mane
of the answers I mi from tes-
Inersobn and beryere who pro-
be* awed the am* Informat-
ion from their esereinthee They
wry my, -Jed Mee has call
the liell Ithow " Onialla he
closint fthw can I be theme mi-
les beim the I on oat noes, I
the* mat to see we bar the
delliglegga esellts?
• PIRPLEICIED
DIM 1101/FLEXID • Ceselene
I. and the questiens51 yew mesa
marties, imethendlte were
ad rime the reepeneseI. mew
lain Are that tale thee pee-
sesath.
• • •
IMAR ABBY OW le- year -aid
am Ma recently become ingethd.
Math a fine Up urel now I
Mee egoist wee own Menem but
ha Matt eras the straw that
bridle the bend aidt
My ion is shout to go tole the
siewite in while he • gone be
Van Baron
great hie brand now autoneolthe
to hile gel to use Oar bee coeuren-
Once. He in dm mytog tar hew
Inawerwein di.oat dare It.
Now. Abby. wee& kind at girl
wooed sompt things the the front
so 10-yese-Ott bre And whet
bind at prints muld aloe her
le MOM edielee the parade in
their duty to their daughter and
my son. And plasm le my ion
blow eat be le 100 the warld's
blatea audoor Neon you.
ma 110THIll
DEAR MOTHER: Apparesity
this 111-year-ele "bey' b seam to-
mei be errs • "brae& wee ear,
and te beams megeged. If the ear
lead Inewasse gime besiege I.
yew 0 
see.





VDT MOIL': Deo% bara, any
sere MOW mare merry prepar-




What* mare PIN a peonbmimy write to A. Bca Wad leas
Ahead. Oa. Mod mod enclose
• agenged. Mt -messed term-
Witt
• • •
Mho 541 mite Maas?
5. Merl, am wok La.
CiaL. geldla fee Abby.








MANILA 55 - An Air 111111311111
19.112.4111111160 airliner carrying 14
perms trsaihed on the northeast
oast of the Philippine Send at
Panay Friday night The Depart-
mere in Civil Potation maid no OW
survived The Otel Aeronautics
Adminbarstkin at WARM Airport
on Panay Mild wrack:age of the
Pabsiaikl P27 plane mu found a
thort distance him the beach
The plane ma in route from
Whale to Cebu City In the Cm-
aid Phantom The plane went
down WO miles soetheset in Ma-
nia
Social Calendar
Walseelay, Mani U Grove 136 Weeds= at VW
The Harr% Oran Harnenakers World Is echecleal tor a in
Chab MY meet at the home at meeting in the Vilamane Climb
Mrs. Eugene Nance.
• • •
The New Ootamiel Mommethell
Club WS bee at the home it
Mrs /Om J Levees at ane pa.
• • •
The Art. and Oman Oka
most as Me home of the Ober Ws
Teak eatt lare. Lee Maar as
hostess 0 3:110 pm.
• • •
The thaw day handheon MR be
wirste at ncon at the Oelloway
°Gunny 02untry Ckalb. Hootemse
see theelenate Jeans D. Cloplos
Robert Hibbard, Seger Howe Ran-
ee Churchill. Cases Chet. ten-
on Claiscs 5t Iremth H. C
Dorm and PeArtalma Willgtant.
• • •
The Ern Or(NO MOW Call9C11
VANIMICV MINII&D/W
hare Its drib ---"a' at Use
Meech at esum--pan-11111iMm-
chain. annum Si Bader.
• • •
The *nu remo Mali it ake
Hired thetotlia Men* WOOS




The Wedemin Circle of the
Flea Wethiehl Church SVCS
Mil meet at the bane at Mrs.
00 Lang, 1611 Henry area. et
7)0 pm.
• • •
The Oaks Otruntry Club will
Late se spier che at bridge at
9 30 am Oftria Althea= and
Ibervice Weltaa ell be hastenes.
• • •
The mensal (inst. at the Plot
Melliodem Ohunth WEICS as met
et nee hone at tare Herald
Wrairmayer at 7 30 pan
Tbereley, Mardi14
Baum et 4:30 pm
• • •
Ibis Read Wedgei1-0/16
inset at the dab mm $1 mom
pm um Ws. Croft Itniffimm
Mm Tow forl 5511.1110111/._
Mm Ann Nance MB be
egradver
• • •
The Pate Welbolla Church
wisce tell have • minim study
U the church at bepm. -Muth
end Paths in Meer will be the
MS cif the study.
The Achalit Farmer CIPM, W. H.
Eneas, teicher. all hoe in an-
rant thaw meeting a the Mirk%
ary Bohai at 7)0 pan The din'
nee MR be erred by the PTA
of the Shod and members are
reoneilled to hoe dwir Doe at
the
S. 
1011190k _ de _pea. _ _
• `
Friday: Marsh II
• serene Sir the ilevroth
and Nett* grade rcrinaben so be
hold at the 0■009111W Camay
Country cm, him 7*) to be
raln. One 111111ier. (Rens Imakit
Johnny &OA, and Jan Waiffetat
campus the Owning acennitiee,
Hosts are Meese and Idedernes
Ttp bather, Oene Lnnellt, Jahn
ad Ilthe and Chuck Shuatelt.
• • •
Al boyar Intereited In playing
brelhall are Moe to meet at the
Dexter Oommunite Omer et foe
pm co form the be for the
• • •
seturney. mere&
The Oats Oountry Clue will
have • &di suppe.in men pm.
U the dub at $2 00 pm mtagyle.
Wake reeereatilons by Larch Al
by ming Ws Ws thetat 714-
4617, Mrs Churls Clalthrell 7$3.-
The South Sunny inrs
CUP all lea at the hcene of Wra
Wm Grover W Mime, thee Was
Rod, at the pm
• • •
The Weser* Romensitore
5* meet a die home at
any Broom in MU p.m
. . .
The Mebane Wagon NOVVIN1111111
Oka we meet et the occomensIty




The Dereder Mole of the Tina
Begun Muria 305% MI meet
at the hens at Mrs Robert Car-
penter. Oleodide y, at tea
ada
Mrs Men Weaver 713-411101.
Cheats' Thorne 7113-21136 or
Howard Bellaldlin 714400
• • •
•Ilw Women at the Sone
W mo a supper and yoke
dame at the lodge at ss





Temple Hill ctepter No 511 Or-
der of the 11111bern Wax hold
ai regular meeting et the Ma-
mm fisa U 7 30 pm An mem-
ber, are urged to attend
• • •
The lemon and Atm PTA M/111
and wenan• land steal tame will
play at Pagel at seen pm.
110AP,
Announcing . . .
fiso arrival 
and 
sheering of Owe 
wept's, neer 
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WEDNESDAY - MARCH IS, 1966
• RAM VCR SALE. Orchard Gram
S61Pserms, 40( per bale Callt. 
M-14-C
•
12' $r DELUIOI Homette Trail-
er. She new, wall-to-mil carpet,
wahine andbeldnq. combination re-
eigitator. many extra !lust sell
ORM at: Soot's Traitor Oourt.
Lot 11, Paris, Tenn, 901-1142-18110
M-16-NC
APICIAL Oe711M-ti0ite4 Tkne
Only. Black and Decker utility
erew kit Max. HP 1/7. Vole
lif AC. kit contains: 1. U dif-
ferent blades ellgtneered for any
lob essolosabie. 2. J* saw ruble
to amble the use of two hands
kw protean wort. Contact: Den-
nie Ressler, Phone 753-070.
OW in the evenings or any time
• eay Tuesday 53-13-P
111:7R,DING LOTS for ate in
Weelerood Subdiviskin now open
at the south end of Soluth lath
BIO AUCTION BALE. Saturday.
idanah 19th, Ida. m, 6 maga west
of Murray, 2 miles east of Lyon
Grove 'Run north aff of High-
way PI on Bogard Road. eth Mast
Selling to settle the mate of the
lee Melo and Daley Coneford.
The nioest house fell at almost
new tomato* and appliances yon
ever mier sold at auction Moat
appliances and now coke T V.
have warrare* and guarantee loft
on and will be carried on Lots ot
entatuse. china, and out gleam CO
shotrun, and a Sterens lever am
non rine, New S% It p. riding
Sewn Mower, sates Moe 30 Punier-
ion tractor, Moir due and cunt-
Mitts; mower, new huh hag. pond
slip, Oscar seed lower, Iota of
tools, more than average shop;
garden and Mind tools Tide is
htst a partial hawing Don't miss
this mile. brent Hughes. Admin-
istrator. Per int ormation call Otto
Chester, Auctioneer, 435-40151
M-16-P
Streit, pekes range fivm 51.200
to 0.400, low mown* Parsarbm
Fabric Sale
Thursday - Friday. Saturday
&molar $3.9$ - $4.911 W Double Knit
BONDED MATCHED PIECES _ _ _ '2.79
New Shipment of Bonded Linen, also
Embroidery Linen
11111DAL READ rnrcEs
• COMPLETE LINE OF TRIMS
wo MATERIAL FOR YOUR WEDDING DRESSES
- MANY MORE SPECIALS -
Nesbitt Fabric Shop_
Hwy. 641 and% 4 Mlles Out Pbone 492-8211 '
THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Freeman Johneon. seance Phone Stables and ..ther outbuildings7141-2721. 11-14-C Only 10.75000 Call 436-6641 any-
time' Evelyn V. Meek Basher.
M-14-C
8l3PER !MUTT. sure nut I That's
Mae Lustre for cleaning nip and
optsekeery. Riot electric abeam-
poor M. Hughes Paint etore.
M-113-C
3 BAITN-SLARTEN fun, MOO for
• ALM. Good condition. Call TA-
NN, 21-1.11-C
WOW FOR BALI. Two bed-
room and den that can be used
for third bedroom. Carpeted thro-
ughout, drapes, eh-conditioner,
waaher, dryer, built-In stove, Stove,
fireplace in Ming room. Also din-
ing spece. Nice aharte and shrubs
Within a block of Carter School.
Call 716-$073 for appoisataapt,
• -. 11.13141
A lealibeaTON Monarch Portable
Typewriter This machlne has
been used very little $76 with
came. Also approximately 1500 old
brick, cleaned. stacked, and de-
livered MO Phone 763-1s73 atter
4 othck. 1TP
HELP WANTED
soLcimizerr liARD406 - the
Avon way! Territories available In
the Dexter area-also Coldwater
and Hamel Highway. Write: Mrs.
Evelyn L. Brown, Avon Mgr., EhaSY
Grove Rd., Marion, K. 113014.
Am11-10-0
Susinoss Opporturuiteis
FOR RENT Survices Offeiriad
ONE NEWLY finished duplex. 3-
bedroom. =furnished. Call 426-
2447 Available March 10th. M-S-P
PURNDEIRED sleeping room, pri-
vate enU•arice. Will share sitialswa
With lady. Also garden mot free.
Ste at 202 POPtier. Cell 753-4173.
M-13-C
TWO-EMDROCie HOUSE on N.
0th Street. Call 750-64611 after
  4:20 p m. C
TOLL OR PA11"1"DEE Jul. good
income plus bonus each month
For appointment call 437-66111 from
ao to 10 00 a. m. or after p. m.
M-16-C
WANTED It) BUY
WA15ZIE10-W111 pay ON for Meer
Certiflogees, any denomination.
1620 W. Olive, Murray. 53-13•P
12' x-IP-VIPTYL floor nik
noel. MOO: hell bed Mai- opir4
and mattress, $16.00; Iron bed with
Wrings and mattress, 130.00; dress-
er and mirror. WOO; chest of
drawer, $600; chrome table and
4 chairs, $111.00; studio couch,
$10.00, two window fans. $710
each, milk glass table lamps,
$3.00; two table lamps. 117 50, taw
right metal cabinet $6.00, double
wash tub on stand. $5.00 Can be
men 4 miles east of Murray on
Plre Tower Road call 703-
4010. 11,13-P
NEW 3-BEDROOB4 brick, central
besting and Mr-conditioning wall.
to-wall cameting. 3 full baths.
Catalina Drive In Plainview Acres
BUILDING LOTIS with sewer and
water, gas. Maik-tapped street In
nab:MOW Acre's Prices range
111.000.60 and. up. small monthly
payments. Freeman Johnson Real-
er, Phone 743-7731. 53-14-C
10 ACRES, all fenced nice 5-
bedroom modern home with den,
leas than 6 rr.Les from Murray.
*NAT nee kir
Dm Imam ably ea Pe". 111r-reme tame es mar easnost x













10/1311 CASS menaisall at Des
) grwerws mee Thar mem
e•rried than pain Paddy
Drake. Bar - • respestable
alma* Mace on the otf-linut
wde or town. Dan knew the tend
Hatch mothers were in Paddy'•
place They were armed. It was
against the code that Dan. Istm•
WWI, had wet down for men to
carry guns tri the section of
Yellow Lenca The deadline was
ilosentan Street whims faced the
raProad tracks
He looked again at he irate&
It was Still more tea • Mar-
ta of an bow tettll times
o Moe* Darkness was approach-
ing aa he ted the way whom the
street Vito Ms Murphy s eat-
ing place. Re bung ate bat on
the tree and took a table at the
27W131 where rat could took Into
Uneoln Street Paddy'. Bar
was more than • Mock away,
ead on the opposite side of the
inemeering street, but still
within his line of vision
The eating noose quickly
filled up Nweeneby drift•ti
along the sidewalk. mauve
quick glances at Dan.
Ms Murphy bustled to Meer
table. -Tye saved some of the
tenderest elk steaks you ever
set teeth is. Danny..
elee gusted 'Young vest cooled
proper an' bung to cure In elbe
*NM meathouse
"More illosiy you bad your
cook slow-elk It from ose of
those beef nerds doers by the
pens last eight - Dan mid
Nak• sure It Its beef you're
wishing NI on me, that you
bury the hide and the brand Its
pet en It. Ka'
-*a if. at my age. I needed
whim from the likes of you."
Ma mortal - 715 moan down
you wed. I bare just the thing
for It Beer that• had tee
packed around the keg for two
days "
Saw brought foaming steins
Vona?. you always woo me ra-
.0r11e customer,- she buret out.
he wanted to my more, but
failed. She burned away. for
teem had started streaming
Dan lifted his Wen. -Nerve
now be said He had to form
Maisel( to Mink Rim threat was
'we TOOL
Se Orate/fed • man hurry Into
Paddy Drake's Bar No dean
The G11111 of Judgment Day
CIIII Forrell's new Western thriller
Mesa the Doomsday Os. bowl: depTrtelitt 0 1Wf.
Cliff Terrell D.WMI.atell by Whew Twaturee Sysdicat.
the was tieing arrow to
the Hatchets that Lemma Dan
Enema mu following Me cus-
tomary routine- • gums or ow
sae supper at Me a place afore
swung charge of the town.
John Caw did not attempt to
touch he me. His lips were
ashen "There'd be so stones
east at you. Dan, If you dodged
tile one.' be said -At loam by
the ones who count In the
twee"
-Tee may be nee, Jean.'
has Case gave him a startled
look. -Ar• you gayest thia you
might setuatly-langlit---'
"-Get out of town., Jobe? U
I did, nobody would get hurt,
new would they? That's ow-
net lent it 1"
-Tbat's right- John Cam
sale There was sudden disap-
pointment to Ms eyea And a
sort of accustom angle
Dan laughed grimly -Don't
worry, Mayor. I sant mean It
You'll Mee your fun.'
'Tun? What are you trying
to my. Die?"
-You jugI •ast the first
Rosa, Joist Deep doom you
began ankles yourself If Dia•
Mood Den Prisons wane t yel-
low after all The Way feet had
bees exposed.'
-Now Dan-!"
"You really &el sisal a
to hack out on tea John. Nome
of you Sc Yard an feel skeet-
Id, Dialnueaceed. LAM deem
who'd mien somebody step on
their rubber balloon -
-Men you an going through
with it?" 'Pb, excitement had
retuned to the Mayors eyes
-Yee' Dan sae He was sem
denly very theft And felt very
miry out
tie eat gee* unseeingly
Vito the street_ hobs Tallow
lame and Its Mert into Its
Integrity and Its taithessiem
Its rheum and dllaioneetes, its
blessings IMO Id SIM In the
Inns yeare he bed been mar-
shal Ise nad become fa:niter
with an a Its facets
He suddenly aroused. Me
mind mapping Mob to the mo-
ment Prank Sookman was
walking along the opposite sae-
walk' Re wrieleatly had gone
to hts living quarters anel feed
cemented his gart He wore e
de Mtn a • attn.
= 
no
red vie on which he had
pinned hie deputy marshal's
shield
A DOW pearl gray, wide-
brimmed Mt was lifted at •
challenging angla lie wore a
pair of costly halt - boots.
stitched with gold thread hits
which be had stuffed the rune
et tailored gray trousers Dan
had never seen any of thee*
MIMI on me deputy before
Above elf i.e had turret own
the pair of ex-shooters Mask
was earming in new holster*
✓ ins from a !wavy leather Ms.
belt Hie guns *ere on,,
also with guits-ovounteo pea
gnp. Sper.aily matte weapon*
that must nave cow Prank
more than two months pay
Dan purgers to nis feet. over
turning tus chair
He ran front the restaurant
-Memel" he shouted desper-
ately. -14o! Wahl-
Time Buckman had already
reached the swaging doors of
Paddy, Bar. He looked over his
shoulder and waved Dan back
Du's est memory of him was
the glint of his defiant grin.
Dan was running But the
distance was more than • bun
dred yards. An endless space
He was still • doom strides
frown the door of the saloon
when the guns began.
His last arca to the entrance
were measured by the heavy
coccus/eons of the six-shooters
"Prank!" he kept shouting hope
I- -Prank!"
Reabouidered the swing doors
ogee and leaped into the room
He had drawn his elver-mount
rid CUM
!rank Bookman was huddled
hie side with crimson stain-
ing the plank floor One ot
Prank fine new pistols was
✓ipped In his right band. The
other lay • few feet away on
the floor as though It had beer
yanked from his hand by tro
force of the bullets that nal
torn through nue body His hat
had rolled against the footrati
of the bar. His face was turner:
toward Dan In the flickering
light Dan could sea in. frusen
horror in Prank's handsome fee
tures Prank Buckman had real.
131•41, ton late, that he was toa
young to die
A man was crumpled queerly
against the far end of the hat
his knees drawn to ble chin ir.
agony He was still alive an •
will clung to • pistol he had
town using He wore the dente, -
jacket, pans, and half-boots ci
a rider He seemed as young es
Prank Buckman In him face
also was the disbelief, the horror
of knowing that no. too, was
rimmed with ate.
A third man mood at the fat
end of the bar No other head
showed What few patrons there
had been were still huddled be
riehth poker tables, or back CI
the bar_
The tend man held a pistol ii.
Me hand. It was pointed at Der.
Den's tune were leveled on -this
opponent
The third man was about
Dan's Age. There was grief an,.
tamale rn his face He was ro
num who had ted his voting
brother to his grave Al thin
moment the brother rolled over
on hi. side His hands drummer.
the Rom in the final throes ot
death Then be lay still.
(To Be CostsimPeWrote ta• Ottwaloclow • 12. lets, .ert. 4 1110. 57 Cltel Parnell Ineeribut.e by leme recur* eyetterit•
PRignLn KELP WAIPPED - Age
30411. Some office work and cc-
ml... Write: do Ledger &
These, Box $2-T, Murray, Ky.
1.1-13-C
EXCEILLEIPT Opportunity. Retail
firm has positions einthebie for
both men mad women, amenant
benign pr.:arum APO/ In Innloon-
Sears Roebuck & Ca., MOO Broad-
way, Pedunah, Eenterky, M-141-0
NOTICE
HORt3E TRAINING, horses for
sale, quarter horses and saddle
horses, riding lemons and an
English middle for sale at Golden
Pty. Stables Call 753-1348
march-X-C
SEPTIC TANK Pumping, State
System Metalled, all kinds 411
back-hoe work Rex Camp, Phone
7535033 M-13-0
ELECTROLUX SALES & Service.
Box 213, Murray, Ky., C M. Sand-
ers. Phone 3I2-3176, Lynnalle. Ky.
April-11-C
TUEettAY. WEDNESDAY, anti
Thursday only at the new Town
and Country Beauty Salon. Ca
una Allen and Sylvia Carrico are
presenting their permanent waves
at a saving Budget wave Ls now
yr se; reg. $10410 penniumint wave
Is DOW WOO: and regular 613.00
permanent wave is now $13110.
Take &Maritime of this medal
and MD Me Meter attire with
• bearAllul issM do. Cs.11 761-11301
for appsnalleellet. 53-13-C
ANYONE HAYING dirt to be mov-

















LOST: Plott Coon Hound, male,
2 years old, dark brindle, 'mayors
to name -Spike" Lett home March
2. Call Floyd Barrow, Hazel Route
3, 46,2-3446 Reward. 5346-P
LOST' Beck and white Pekingese
do.. It found tall 703-a1d1 before


















































17 CoULDN'T BE YOU WANTED
TO STICK ARCOPPOISS
TOWN BECAUSE OF 
, 
4,





























32° Locksag  ii lealr

















311211 is Ims (Sad 47-15 tower









Dem by red eaters to. a
PAncriNo. Interior and exterior,
rearms and rooting repetr. Cell
Se free optimists, 643411110, Parts
M-15-P
S1oon's" TAX =vbs. me







. PERMANEEST HADI Removal,
Newest electronic short wave me-
thod. Call for an aPP01-nenne-
Gerald Pitts, Regnitered 21ectolog-
1st. Phone 703-43118. H-M-411-C
f









NAGOYA, Japan MI - Tamen-
Soleditte. an, a leader of the
riglitcwing youth amociation Sho-
ws. Tuesday admitted in dletrkst
court he /shacked Soviet Dqruty
Premier Nikoiai K. Bansakow with
a wooden sword Jan. M. Balbakov
wes about to board a train to
Nagoya elation when he was hit
on the left shotikke.
NOW YOU KNOW
by Untied Prow haeraellesal
The temenger pigeon Arlsona
mated quell end Camila parrot
tette Moms eattnct Inter lintted
Nees mince um corn of the cen-
tury.
21 SALT MINER'S TRAPPED UNDERGROUND- Above is a 11063
photo of • salt mine shaft in which 21 men were trapped
more than • mile and • half underground when fire destroyed
the shaft head frame at the entrance The photo shows salt
pouring into • barge at Belle Ise Wane at Morgan City. Le
10., OWE fACK,11.1. CO WRNS!
RAKE SRI FOX+ Aunk)soicE_.
SIX CAM WWI/ f66171,0 WC.
CM1EMN DE MAJAGER
tt 
I DON'T KNOW, WINK.
LOOK, YOU'VE GOT P40




I WANT TO BUY A DRESS AS
 A SURPRISE FOR MY
 AUNT FRITZI
WHEN YOU LOST YOUR MEMORY,
YOU FORGOT THAT GIRLS LIKE
Pa WHO FEEL SPEOAL ABOUT
GUYS LIKE YOU GET YEALOuS
AYYPUL FAST.
.r
la 14. ASlea., 111.. h.
SEKIDI NI' ̀ la DISGUISED
AS A CANACNAN ESKIMO


















r Along with it,
di record $25
roved by a F1-1









;ax in the Dill-
min, the leris,
rt that is fog-
nalitv. sines le
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SWAN LIQUID_ _ _ _ _ _ _
PRICES GOOD THROUGH MARCH 19th




/4 PORK LOIN__ _ lb. 590 BUSH SHOWBOAT
PORK &
CATFISH STEAK_ _____ _ lb. 190
HUSH PUPPIES_________ _ _39t BEANS
PIMENTO CHEESE,1.1:,"__ _8449C 
It 
can
BOLOGNA II , . 1.1. TM 1 II 4 i --- —--lb.  290
63C I.G.A.
SOFT DRINKS
•41 0 1 0
\ 10 I Huy..
•••• .1•1• OP ••• AIM
MATCHLESS BACON lb. 490
DOVE LIQUID_






 _ 52t  
KRAFT
MAYONNAISE
CHOC. COVERED CHERRIESK,T.t,', 49t
WAFFLE CREAMS _ _ .35C





'IR I roN 39.
59'
BUSH
PINTO BEANS - GREAT NORTHERN BEANS







For the last 2 weeks of winter
4°1  9C
GREEN BEANS _ _ 24t
SWEET PEASI.L•.2t,..tt_ _ 2 49C












GROUND BEEl_n_. lit .1NM a 5/C
MACARONI & CHEESE DINNER_ _  _ _ _ 21C










SPUDFLAKES_Tlh--------- _ _ 29t
GERBER ALL BRANDS









20 • 59  21:1:29'





































THE LEDGER Je TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY
Don't Miss SOUTH SIDE
11 BI 
SHOPPING
Register At The Following Merchants . •
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.Alan Burke's TV Image
Is Either Saint or Satan
87 WILLIAM 13 lArglER
NEW YORK 1UPI i — Alan
Burke has become one of the
most controversial personalities
on television because he is com-
pletely devoid of fear
Some of the people who
watch his daily "talk" show in
the east and his two-hour net-
work performance on Batur-
• days consider him • genius of
the media There are also some
who regard him as rude and
brutal
"They say I am • nasty man.
and I am not." Burke said in an
interview "But an image gets
-bad as it travels "
: Burke's appearance alone is
'Yin asset At one moment his
;grey Van Dyke can give him a
ell tank look and at another
;something of a saintly count.-
- "Ninety-five per cent of my
:audience is for me.' Burke said.
-'These are the everyday People
—the taxi cab driver or the
waiter in • restaurant, for in-
stance Pour per cent of the
audience are pseudo-intellec-
tuals. and they are against me
-Anil the remaining one per cent
are the true intelleetuals and I
believe they are for me."
The mystery that surrounds
Burke also makes him a differ-
ent type of personahtv in show
business
"Nobody knows where I came
from." Burke said "Nobody
knows whether I am married
and have children and nobody
knows anything about my past
:I never get personal with any-
one on my show And I refuse
to let them get personal with
me If someone salts me
whether I am married I will
ief use to answer Or quckly get
eff the subject "
Perhaps Burke would like to
discard this aura of mystery but
the men behind his show feel
It is • powerful stimulant to
the curious
Burke said he gete numerous
letters from viewers who tell
him they know all about him.
He recalled that one letter
writer claimed his father went
to one of the New York public
schools with Burke
"This writer said my name
was Alan Burkowits and that
I came from New York," Burke
said "My name Is not Surto-
wits and I am not from New
York"
Impereasel Snow
Burke is so impersonal about
his show that he prefers not to
see the people on his program
before their aPPearanee-
"Occasionally I will see them
in the make-up room." he said
"But If I can avoid meeting
them I will"
This attitude, he feels, as-
sures a spontaneity that would
be lacking I/ he discussed sub-
ject matter with show partici-
pants In advance of their ap-
pearance before the television
camera
In some instances, if difficult
subject matter is Involved,
Burke's staff will research the
subject to prepare him for any
comnItcated conversation that
may result.
Burke usually Is in complete
command when he is on camera
but every now and then en-
counters someone like Evelyn
Y. Davis, who claims she was
"born to raise hell" and does
so at every stockholders' meet-
ing she attends even though
she holds only a few shares in
the companies.
"She told me I had met my
snatch." Burke said with a wry
smile
He Likes the tougher type. He
doesn't want to feature fa-
mous typos who appear on the
late night shows
Burke also is • poet. He
reads 18 of his 'poems on a re-
cording, "My Naked Soul," re-




The Barber Shop Formerly Known as
THE MURRAY BARBER SHOP




Billy Earl Brandon and Bud Myers
&oh Sterner ig employed at this shop.
HOBOKEN, N.J.UPI) —
Prom troopship to luxury liner
to floating dormitory — that's
the story of the &S. Igxochorda.
The 473-foot vessel, delivered
to the government in 1944 to
carry fighting men to far off
places, has been taken out of
mothballs to the ship repair
yard of Bethlehem Steel Corp
here for her second conversion
In 1948. the Exochorda was
converted from a drab troop-
ship to a sleek, yacht-like pas-
senger-cargo ship for the
American Export Lines, carry-
ins members of the cruise set
between New York and Medi-
terranean ports until the early
60s, when she was Lind up in
the U.S. Maritime Administra-
tion's Hudson River Reserve
Fleet.
Now she will become housing
for about 200 students of the
Stevens Institute of Technology
In Hoboken. NJ This will en-
tail extensive interior work and
rearrangement of her spaces.
She will have lounge and rec-
reational areas, as well as
sleeping quarters.
Her outside will be refinished
to make her compatible with
her surroundings when she be-
comes part of the burgeoning
college founded on this New
Jersey shoreline in 1870
Present plans call for the
liner to serve as • dormitory for
a few years until new land-
based quarters are constructed
under a 8tevens expansion and
redevelopment plan. 
Afterthat, It's anybody's
guess what the versatile Ex-
ochorda's next assignment will
be
'Mileage For Money'
111Y THIS EXCITIN6 NEW CAME
AT 641 SUPER SHELL
Just match the speedometer reading
on your coupon which you receive
at your 641 Super Shell Station,
And Win. . .
$2.500 - $1.000 - $500
$50 - $5 - $1
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
* * * * * * *
Register NOW For . . .
Free Gasoline
Each Week for 4 Weeks We
Will Give Away FREE.
2.5 Gals. Shell Gas
Just Register. .. That's All!
* * * * * *
641 SUPER SHELL
US, 641 South — Arrows from Jerry's
Those Good Med Products





LONG BEACH. Calif ,UPI)
— Walnut shells, glass beads
and plastic balls are helping
make stubborn oil wells yield
more fuel 'They're all used in
a second-recovery process call-
ed fracturing, which forces un-
yielding sand and rock forma-
tions to give up petroleum It
pays off handsomely for oil
men, since an estimated 10 per
cent of all crude reserves in
the United States can be re-
covered in this way, according
to John B Merritt, president
of Byron Jackson Inc.. a Borg-
Warner subsidiary
In fracturing, a torrent of
field is rammed down • well at
pressure's as high as 10.000
pounds per square Inch This
splits open the oil-bearing
formation and walnut shells.
beads and plastic balls in the
fluid hold open the cracks so
the oil can flow out
Boating
By JACK WOL18TON
NEW YORK (UPI; — Two
Coast Guard-sponsored amend-
ments to boating safety laws
have been endorsed by the Na-
tional Boating Federation. •
group of club associations, in-
dividual boat owners and other
Interested parties.
The first would require num-
bering of every undocumented
motorboat on navigable federal
waters. Many states already do
this, but the Federal Boating
Act of 1958 exempts boats of
less than 10 horsepower
The second would require
one Coast Guard-approved life-
saving device for every person
aboard all boats, another re-
quirement that now is covered
by some state but not by fed-
eral laws Statistics show that
boats now exempt from this
requirement account for a
large portion 01 drewnings re-
corded ta ch year.
The federation, at its recent
semi-annual meeting in Chi-
cago, also took a decided stand
on the controversial question of
licensing motorboat operators
It's .ogalnst it
fl. listed these reasons water
and highway traffic are not
comparable, universal operator
liosoldog would be costly and
buedanasoge; the multitude of
Amos Ow Ulm* and usages
would raise difficult questions
any qualifying test would un-
dermine current safety educa-
tion courses offered by such
agencies as the U S Power
Squadrons, Coast Guard Auxi-
liary, Red Cross. Boy Scouts
and others
In another action the federa-
tion decried piecemeal efforts
at pollution control and called
for uniformity and reciprocity
on boat toilet treatment de-
vices
Criticised specifically was a
new Chicago ordinance requir-
ing holding tanks on all boat
toilets although there are few,
If any, pump-out facilities
available within easy cruising
distance of the city Similar
laws have been proposed in
other municipalities
In an address to the federa-
tion. Cecil Mackey, assistant
secretary of the Department o
Transportetion called for a
combined effort by government
Industry and the public to keep
boating "a safe and attractive
form of recreation "
Mackey noted that the num-
ber of boating fatalities had
remained relatively constant at
WIXPri 1.294 each year although
gra number of boats in use ha
nisariy telesied since World War
'However"
II
he added. "I can
assure you that the Depart-
ment of Transportation does
not consider this an acceptable
record It is our firm IntenUon
to see that it is improved sub-
stantially No accident or death
Is acceptable if it can be avoid-
ed by reasonable means "
The Coast Guard which re-
cently became a part of the
new Department of Transpor-
tation. has been directed to
make a comprehensive study
of boating safety which will be
completed In the near future.
Mackey said
DAFFY -OVER DOTS
. . . green ones on bright navy Dacron and cottonvoile in the ever popular shirt dress with match-ing sap . . RUTH OF CAROI.INA says belt mehigh .. natural . or net at all ...
7-14
LAD & LASSIE
liOU'reelliolt MANOR P510511 763-84841
•
A
-The depai“nent is plepared
to take whatever action is nec-
essary to meet our safety
needs," he said. -This may in-
clude new legislative ProPosals,
new regulations and ateppgd-
up enforcement activities."
• • •
Fred le /.ifton, executive di-
rector of the Boating Industry
Association, said recently that
1067 will be the recreational
boating inoostry's Brat $3 bil-
lion year In Its history That
compares with an estimated
$2.8 billion spent at retail in
1966.
"Over the past four years.
the industry has shown a slow,
steady growth," Litton said
"We look for that growth rate
to accelerate in the coming
TesIP."
MELBOURNE. Austra-
lia (UPI) — American singer-
pianist Ray Charles had • mes-
sage for Australian teen-agers
when he came here on tour:
stay away from LSD and all
similar drugs
Charles, blind and once •
drug user himself. said "I've
kicked the drug bit and am al/
the better for It I'm no expert
but I know enough to say it's
bad, real bad Those kids fool-
ing around with LSD don't
know what they're doing "
Expo Showings
HOLLYWOOD 'UPI) —
Thirty feature movies from 21
countries were shown in the
$2.5 million Expo theater at
Expo '67 in Montreal during a
nod.
Desert Location
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — A
desert area near Torreon, Mex-
ico, 120 mlle.s north of Durango
was selected by MOM for loca-
tion shooyng of "'The Zell
Gun."
Wilding Re-Acts
HOLLYWOOD (U P I —
Michael Wilding, Elizabeth
Taylor's second husband, re-
turns to acting with a key role
In "The Sweet Ride" at 20th
Century-Fox.
* AAA APPROVED *
Murray Plaza Court
* AIR CONDITIONED ELECTRIC HEAT * 44 UNITS
* TV A TELEPHONES IN ROOMS * IS MINUTES TO KY. LAKE
* GOOD RESTAURANTS. CONVENIENT
U.S. 641 South (South 12th Street) Murray, Kentucky
REGISTER. FOR FREE
FIVE $100 DOLLAR BILLS
TO BE GIVEN AWAY SATURDAY, MARCH 23rd
Where Sales. and Service .Go •Together
South 12th Street Murray, Kentucky
Phone T53-2617
NEW CARS—NEW & USED TRUCKS—O.K. USED CARS
Stop In and Inquire About Our . . .
REGISTER NOW
FIVE $100.00 BILLS
TO BE GIVEN AWAY DURING THE
(
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Group Forms To Preserve the Goat
BY SAM AMBLER
SALIDA, Colo I DPI)—TheYicall it "goat fever" in Colorado,(and apparentik, it is spreadingthroughout the United States
It affects a group of sports-
men—and men only—who are
dedicated to the conservation of
wildlife, especially the Rocky
Mountain goat
In 1966, they formed the In-
ternational Order of Goats. Attheir Second Annual Wadi thisfall, prominent citizens from a
number of states, in additionto Colorado, were in attend-
The Goat Order, which also
advocates preservation of the
American way of life and cre-
ation of wilderness areas, gets
together once a year on the
Lake Ranch near Salida on the
slopes of towering Mt. Bhavano
to enjoy good fellowship and
honor the noble goat.
The first Rocky Mountain
goats in Colorado were brought
from Montana in 1949 and re-
leased on Mt. Bhavano. There
were nine. Today the Colorado
Game and Fish Commission
estimates their number at from
200 to 250.
'Frolic of Goats'
The annual Wadi affords
members of the organization
an opportunity to enjoy Colo-
rado's mountain air and scen-
ery and observe the goats and
other wildlife. A Wadi is de-
scribed by Grand Herdsire Pat
Patterson of Salida as a place
"where the goats gather to
frolic."
In 1967, events at the Wadi
featured trout fishing, horse-
back riding, four-Wheel drive
vehicle tours through the
mountains and helicopter rides
over the peaks to observe the
goats.








Because you cook the fish
it takes no longer than heating pre-cooked frozen fish
You see we're sort of fanatics about fresh fish flavor.
So we refuse to pre-cook the fish.
Here's what we do; • -
We dip the fillet in milk batter
Breed it. Top it with butter
We blanch the peas
Partly cook the potatoes.
So everything's done it once in only 20 minutes)
when you cook it. •--
The result
A fish dinner that tastes like the fish is fresh-cooked.
It should. Because it is.
One important tip





Are our C.ap'n John's Frozen Fish Dinners a good reason for shoppmg AS I"
They're one of many
grbup of Boy Scouts hiahly
trained at authentic mdi
dances, performed for members
of the Order, by campfire light.
A 160-power telescope was set
up for gazing at the western
skies. Group singing lasted far
into the night.
A few hundred yards from
the campsite on a mountain
meadow deer and grouse were
seen, and one black bear was
;seen at close range. Members
could hear coyotes howling
nearby at night.
About 23 new members were
initiated. A new member is
classified a "tender lovin' kid"
until he has slept one night on
the mountain beneath the Co-
lorado stars and then he be-
comes an official "Old Goat."
New members also must climb
a tall leaning aspen tree and
stand a watch on lookout for
the goats.
The main rule for the Wadi
is "no women, no guns and no
children." The oldest "Old
Goat" in attendance in 1967
was B. H. Jorgenson, 85, long-
time ' Gunnison County, Colo.,
commissioner. Approximately
100 men attended the 1967
Wadi. • • •
port of Mobile. Ala.






— A Roman Catholic priest
brews beer in' his spare time —
with the blessings of his parish
pastor
The Rev Anselni Hurt, 35.
0..oplies fellow-priests at Eft.Mary's Catholic Church withbeer at a cost of only threepence (34•2. cents; a pint. Hemakes 2I/2 gallons a week frommalt, hops, brown sugar andyeast, brewing it tn a Plasticgarbage pail Saya his -uperior,the Rev &bastion Moore:
"We all take a drink andFather Hurt's beer is very
palatable"
RICH IN BEEF RAVOR-LOW IN PRICE! "swER-marry
CHUCK RD





Ground ChuckCI TX; I ES
3
SUPER RIGHT FROZEN








SUPER RIGHT BRISKET ".1) I
Corned Beef 79'
SUPER RIGHT
COPYIOGYIT 11114 YI41 GIKAT ATLAYSTIC • PACWIC YEA CO ..NC r BolognaIf lJN .bl.I TO PSI RLHAsE ANY onvIRTISED ITEM—PLEASE REQUEST A RAIN CHECK
PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU MARCH 16
Lenten Values! 4
ALP OR COLDSTREAM
SLICED INTO CHOPS m
1/4 Pork Loin (OP
Rib Roast Ilgt 3 RIBS LB. 990 7 89cIN CUT LB
BEEF 5 RIBS.
(SLICED LB 59(1 
BY THE PIECE
LEI 49cSUPER RIGHT
Good Values Ahoy! CAP'N JOHN'S FISH and SEAFOOD!





Fish SticksHEAT & SERVE
Pink Salmon I EACH 10.0Z.PKG




CHUNK LIGHT Tuna 3









(SAVE 170 34 ROLL 100PKGS.
Extra Bonus!!
A&P Will Give Away A
TRANSISTOR
RADIO
each week for the four weeks
Southside Sellabration
Register for this and the weekly South-
side Grand Prises each time you vilt
our store!










Peeled & Deveined Shrimp PIECES 1,2 8AG
Perch Fillets  (LB 294
Savings On Fine Groceries!
A&P Yellow Cling Peaches
Ag2P Applesauce 4
C6- Buy 1, Get 1 FREE!( 
1)' NEW ALP








Ched-O-Bit Cheese Spread 4EfRNI"N2OLI:3 LOAF
Fruits and Vegetables1





Bibb Lettuce LE  490
Leaf Lettuce  k. 190











QUART JAR  55c
79C
Sandwich Bread
.(SAVE 1904 20-0Z. 894 
LOAVES
Glazed Donuts 002  390
Raisin Pie ISAVE 100 ONLY  390
Snack PiesARIETIEs2 FOR 270
Coffee Mate
• CREAMER




• • • e_ 6-4(4.11..M. Kviteeellelw
British Travel Boom
LONDON (UPI; — Britain's
tourist trade continues to boom
In the first five months of 1967
a total of 758.000 overseas vis-
itors WAS 13 per cent higher
than in the corresponding pe-
riod of 1966 Of the total, 213.-
000 were Americana, 85,000






A Houston electrical engineer
and physicist uses negative
feedback o n comparatively
small high fidelity loudspeaker
systems to produce an extra-
ordinarily low and distortion
free bus.
The negative feedback prin-
ciple with loudspeakers was not
exactly new when L.W. Erath.
49, by profession a designer of
Instruments for the oil indus-
try, fiat sta.rted to use it as a
means of getting big speaker
system sound out of smaller
systems
Speaker textbooks mentioned,
however, that the best way to
get the feedback was to put a
microphone in front of each
speaker. A microphone "good
enough to monitor a fine
speaker system was prohibi-
tively expensive.
Feedback. as Erath uses it.
is a sampling of the portion of
the output of an amplifier or
loudspeaker and comparing it
with the input signal to de-
termine whether the two are
identical.
If they are not identical, an
error signal is developed which
is fed back into the input of
the amplifier. The corrective
signal forces the output of the
loudspeaker to be identical to
the input, thereby reducing
distortion.
"What I discovered was a
simple and practical means of
determining loudspeaker per-
formance so feedback can be
applied to it," Erath said "In
other words. I use a network
of coils, resistors and other
components which is placed in
series with the speaker
-This network develops a
feedback voltage from currents
flowing in the loudspeaker
These currents contain ele-
ments which are proportional
to the deficiencies of the
speaker
"Therefore this feedback
voltage represents the per-
formance of the loudspeaker
and can be compared with the
input signal to the amplifier to
determine the corrective signal
"The reason this is practical
is because the loudspeakers
which we use are carefully de-
signed by me to eliminate un-
necessary vibration "
Four Models
Erath produced the first
speaker system that satisfied
him in 1963 He has since de-
signed four speaker models,
which he calls LWEs, a 40
watts per channel emptier.
'Oldest Book'
OXFORD, Mimi. I UPI — An
ancient Biblical manuscript,
called the oldest book in Amer-
ica, can be found in the Library
at the University of Mississippi.
The manuscript, written on
papyrus in the 3rd century,
contains the oldest known copy
of First Peter from the New
Testament, the Book of Jonah
from the Old Testament and
part of Second Macabees from
the Apocrypha
Million-Plus Lutherans
NEW YORK ( TJP1)--Eigaven
countries with more than 1
million Lutheran church mem-
bers are listed in statistics re-
cently compiled by the In-
formatio!, Bureau of the Luth-
eran World Federation
They are: Germany, 37,545,-
333 members: United Stnt
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.641, • 6 Sal WO
Phone 753-7101
Sycamore at 12th Murray, Kentucky
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SOUTHSIDE RESTAURANT • Tr
4(
Open 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
4E
— 7. DAYS A WEEK —
South 12th Street
Seating Capacity 170 People
WE CATER TO PRIVATE PARTIES,
LODGE MEETINGS, CHURCH GROUPS, Etc. *
We Specialize in . . .
k" FRESH WATER CATFISH DINNERS "OE
'y FISH & CHIPS
• Also Serving • BREAKFAST WITH HOT BISCUITS .4g




• SANDWICHES • HOMEMADE 'PIES - Made In Our Kitchen
REGISTER NOW FOR FIVE $100 BILLS!!
TO BE GIVEN AWAY DURING THE
SOUTIFISIDE SIDE SHOPPING AREA SELL-A-BRATION
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THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
SERVING
  *array amt Calloway County
•
DRIVE -IN BRANCH, 
the
PEOPLES BANK
We here at the Drive-In Branch of the Peoples Bank
are pleased with whatever contribution we have been able to
make to the economy of Murray and Calloway County.
Our hope is that we can serve the economy of this area
even more in the years to come. We invite you to take advan-
tage of our facilities.
We are pleased to cooperate with the Southside Merchants
in this promotional endeavor and invite visitors in this
area to register at the Drive-In Branch -only for prizes.
Paying 53 on 6 and 12 Month Certificates of Deposit,
itIr-r on Pass Book Savings!
ANOTHER REASON TO BANK AT . . .
PEOPLES iBANK
cy
M UR RAY icy.
MEMBER F.D. I.C.
. . WHERE YOUR MONEY WORKS FOR YOU!
Skirting Trouble
BRUSSELS (UPI) - Mini-
skirts can be a traffic hazard.
according to the Belgian •gov-
ernment. which has erected
gems alone highways depicting
a motorist crashing into the
rear end of another car as he
turns to stare at a mini-skirted
girl "Motorists - Do Not Be





- Special attention to social
problems faced by Lutheran
churches throughout the world
will be given at four regional
conferences to be sponsored in
Africa, Asia. Europe and Latin
America by the Lutheran World
Federation's Commission on
World Service
The European gathering is to
have North American repre-
WEDNESDAY --MARCH 13, 1968
sentation because the social
planning structures of the
Lutheran churches are similar
on both continents.
VALLEY FORGE, Pa. (UPI)
- The Division of Program
Planning of the American Bap-
tist Convention will meet here
Oct. 28-30 for discusaions
Harold E Stassen, former
president of the American Bap-
tist Convention, and General
Secretary Edwin H. Tuner will











So. 12th Stre•et - Murray, Ky.
Marrying Church
NASHUA, Iowa ()PI) -
More than 40,000 couples have
been married at the Little
Brown Church in the Vale twt‘
miles northeast of here. The
church was made famous by
the hymn written by William
St. Pitts in 1857
Each year, on the first Sun-
day of August, the town of
Nashua plays host to the cou-
ples married at the Little
Brown Church, who return




























/We realize that a lot of people in our 4
area don't know where Pogue Avenue
is located. For those of you who don't
know, the little map on the left will
help.
We are your local Urn-Royal Dealer
Iand have been for the past four years. a
We carry a complete line of tires for 46
any make or model car.
Pick up your Free Tickets for the
5 '100 Bills to be given away Satur-
day, March 23. Extra 100 tickets FreeI-1 with purchase of four tires!
Carroll Tire Service
- SHOP SOUTHSIDE FOR BETTER BARGAINS
1105 Pogue Ave. MURRAY. KY. Phone 753-1489
011111111w,NIWIllie




%I 4AS sot Al( AMD CO.
Catalog Soles Office
SOUTHSIDIK MANOR - MURRAY. WY.
- COLDSPOT REFRIGERATORS
14.1 CU. FT. REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER COMBINATION. All fraction
tremor at top, 137 lbs. freezer Was $279.95 - NOW 9249.88
Saw_ *tat aotematk Ire maker. • Was $300.95 - NOW $279.88
19.3 CV. VT. SIDE-BY-SIDE REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER. All frontlessBpacemaker shelves, with ice maker. Come in white, coppertone, avocado.
Was $4911.95 - NOW 2429.66





17.1 CU. FT. UPRIGHT FREEZER. Completely frontless, Bpacemaker shelveswith white or coppertone.  Was $309.95 - NOW $2711.6$
Same, with Antonia tie leemaker.  Was $339.91i - NOW $399.82
15.11 CU. PT. UPRIGHT FREEZER. 552 pound capacity, flush hinges
•  Was $199.95 - NOW 2179.82
10J CU. PT. CHEST PRZEZ112. Fast freese section, flush hinges All porce-
lain interior 375 pounds capacity _ Was 1154.95 - NOW $149.88
W CU. PT. CHEW FREEZER. Flash defrost-Fast freeze section, eafety sig-
nal light, flush hinges. 774 pound capacity _ _ Was $279.95 - NOW $239.112
- COLDSPOT AIR-CONDITIONERS '1  •""
Limited Quantities - All New - Not Reconditioned
8.251 RTU COLDSPOT Was 4154.04 - NOW $145.011
14,564 BTU COLDSPOT . Was $1119.44 - NOW $175.00
14,444 RTU cowsrar  Was 4171.44 - NOW $149.98
14,540 BTU couagroT • Was $194.11 - NOW $179.111
11.51e RTU COLDSPOT   Was $274.95 - NOW $EESAW
12.eee RTC COLDSPOT Was $261.11 - NOW 2E39.29
23,414 BTU COLDSPOT  Was 131944 - NOW $271.011
NO MONEY DOWN - TARE UP TO THREE YEARS TO PAY
ON SEARS EASY PAYMENTS PLAN
Who am I?
DAVID SEVERNS
I am Sears Catalog
Sales Representoti ye.
Serving YOU is my
business. Let me
help you get Sears
tow price on your
more complex pur-
chases for the home,
form or office.
Coll, I'll arrange
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1...tdr Trim, seamless, mesh.
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1 to 6 p.m.
STUTU v DIAPERS
SOCKS
Hens', 50% Orion, 25'. Herculoa.2 5%










Special assortment, long play
Giant Size, with Borax.
PANTY GIRDLE
Playtex, Disposable. Regular $1.79.
LOCATED IN THE BELAIR SHOPPING CENTER
•
COLDPOWER
Laundry Detergent, King Size
HALF SLIPS







With V-7, King Site. Our 97t.
With Coupon . . .
Coupon Expires March 18, 1868
VALUABLE COUPON
St. Joseph Aspirin, 200 tablets.
0ur77t. With coupon . . .
Coupon Expires- March 18, 1088
VALUABLE COUPON
Loving Care hair color. Our $1.47.
With Coupon . . .
CLAIROL 99




Coupon Expires Man n 18, 1968
VALUABLE
Jergens Lotion, 10 -oz. size. Our IS..




Coupon Expires March 18. 1061
, VALUABLE
Spanish Peanuts, one gallon tin
Our 51.88. With coupon . . .
PLANTERS $1.66
Coupon Expires March 18 1968
Coupon Expires March 18, 1988
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TOKYO UPI) — In days
gone by Asian parents sold.
married-off or threw their girl
children into the Yangtze
Today they put them up in
the air.
The world's airlines are hir-
ing more Asian stewardesses
and having more problems do-
ing so than perhaps in any













P.O. Box 612 Murray. Ky.
Phone 753-8339










Black & White Patent
Brown and White Patent.
and Bone
Lennox Bags to Match





there actually is a shortage of
qualified stewardess candidates,
so greet is the demand.
On the beads of • UPI survey.
and proiection.s on the survey,
nearly 1.000 stewardesses of
Asian persuasion work for the
major world airlines today. 
Countingthose who work for
Japan Air Lines (JAL), Nip-
Pon's around-the-world car-
rier. Aix India and regional 
lines, the figure comes to ap-
proximately 3.000 girls who
have given up the tradiUorial
Asian sheltered life for • career
in the skies.
Another 1.000 are sought.
The flying life appeals to
many Asian girls because, once
they have won their Ir1144.
they are likely to make more
money than the rest of the
family combined. They get •
chance to see far-away places.
and many find their prince
charming for marriage
But many of the best poten-
tial candidates — those of well-
born families and good educa-
tion — never 'fulfill .their
drekns because of parental ob-
jections Seine Asian parents
cannot reconcile themselves to
the duty of • daughter to
serve food and drinks to pas-
sengers. .
"She'd-*--nething but a ey-
ing waitress." one father said.
in confiding that his comely
daughter wanted to be a stew-
ardess.
One of the most interesting
trends is the recruitment of
Asian stewardesses for flights
only remotely connected with
Asia. This, of course. reflects
the growing interest in the
Asian travellers The Japanese.
for instance, are the freeest
spending tourists in the world.
Trans World Airlines an-
nounced earlier this year that
it was seeking to hire 150 Astan
stewardesses for duty on its
U.S. domestic routes They all
will be paid U.S salaries
Salaries for stewardesses are
reckoned in different ways by
different airlines Alnalla pays
salaries commensurate with
those paid by Japanese nation-
al airlines Pan American stew-
ardesses are paid in US dol-
lars
Thus. Asia's flying females
draw from the equivalent of
about $250 to MOO monthly.
plua per diem expenses for
their ground steps
Aside from Asian-based air-
lines. Pan American employs
more Asian stewardesses — or
stewardesses of Asian extrac-
tion — than any other airline
It also is seeking to recruit
more than any other airline —
some 200 girls
BOAC as befits an ,airilne
built L, serve an empire, has
hired 107 Oriental stewardesses
and is seeking several more
Air Prance has 26 Asian host-
esses and Lufthansa 23, and
both are seeking additional
stewardesses
All airlines answering the
UPI survey said they hired
Oriental stewardesses basi-
cally to provide better services
for their pasaengers, specifi-
cally their growing number of
travellers from the Orient
In their national dress —
kimono, sari. sarong — the air-
lines also consider their -Asian
girls as a colorful and pleasing
addition to the aircraft decor
A Lufthansa spokesman












Wheel Balancing Brake Work
Mufflers
YOU CAN TRUST YOUR CAR TO THE MAN




















DUNSEITH, ND. (UPI/ —
In an effort to preserve the
natural beauty of the Interna-
tional Peace Garden. a 2,339-
acre formal garden commemo-
rating 150 years of peace be-
tween the United States and
Canada, no restaurants or mo-
tels will be allowed in the
Garden or in a zone immedi-
ately around it in either coun-
try. according to a new plan
announced here.
However, sites will be zoned
nearby for motel-restaurant
use and for other activities,
according to the plan, which
also envisages development of
a recreation center, campsite"
and a tourist information cen-
ter It is estimated that 250,000
visitors in 1967 will have view-
ed the Garden, which combines
the forest landscape of the




With domestic travel moving
toward $40 billion in annual
sales, the travel industry is be-
coming an increasingly im-
portant factor in the nation's
economic health, according to
Bill Toohey, chairman of the
upcoming 27th U.S Travel
Conference and Convention
The convention, sponsored by
the National Association of
Travel Organisations, will be
held in DStrolt Nov 27-Dec 1
Toohey. who is executive vice
president of the Tourism Coun-
cil of Greater Chicago. said the
meeting will afford an oppor-
tunity for all components of
the domestic travel industry to




ST CROIX. US Virgin
Islands UPI — Something
new will be added to the list
of sports and tourist attrac-
tions in the U S Virgin Islands
this winter — sallplaning
The project will be latuiched
with • fleet of six planes at a
soaring center to be set up on
this island by a group from
the state of Vermont St Croix
was selected because of depend-
able 10-15 mile-an- hour winds
to provide the necessary lifting
power
Tourisen Aid
NORTH MIAMI. Fla 'UPI)
— Florida tourism is getting * 515 South 12th Street
boost in foreign countries fmrn
• series of musical short ftlms,f#A
Sole Mooting
LAWRENCE. Kan. (UPI) —
The University of Kansas and
Washington Mate have met
only once in football — Kan-
sas winning 13-0, In 1955.
Mickey's Money
NEW YORK (UPI) — Mick-
ey Wright, with earnings of
more than $225,000. Is the lead-
ing all-time money winner on
the ladies' golf tour.
WEDNESDAY — MARCH 13, 1968 
Bronson in 'Villa'
HOLLYWOOD U P Ii —
Tough guy Charles Bronson




LONDON (UPI) — Cricket,
which then was called "Hands
In. Hands Out," was • favorite
pastime of King Edward IV of
England in the 14th century.
Belair Shopping
Center
—A—GROWING CENTER IN- A
GROWING COMMUNITY
*
We ire now leasing space in' this





orCall . . 7 -753-4751
Put a Tiger In jeer Tashi
FREE!
LUBRICATION JOB
with each oil and filter change
Be Sure to Register for the
5 -'$100 DOLLAR BILLS
To Be Given Away
SATURDAY, MARCH 23rd
STOP BY and PLAY TIGERAMA
with us!
Murray Enco




TAKE A DEMONSTRATION DRIVE IN A NEW 1968 MERCURY
(must be 21 or over)
AND RECEIVE, ALL FREE . . .
5o Tickets FOR Valuable Drawings
Drive The Best
-
MERCURYS — IWONTEGOS — COUGARS
HATCHER AUTO SALES
being produced for distribution*.
abroad
The audio-visual jukebox
features, produced at Studio
City here by Milton H Lehr of
Continental Cinema Corp. use
famous Florida hotels and
country clubs as a backdrop
They will be distributed in
Japan Australia. Europe, Ca-
nada and Latin America
Ski Rouse Adds
BOLTON. Vt .UPII — Sin-
ters who visit Bolton Valley,
Vermont's newest major ski
resort, this season, will find
new expert ski terrain, a heat-
ed swimming pool and • skat-
ing rink
A glade is being added to ex-
tend the expert Bolton Outlaw
Trail Other construction pr -
vides for • new intermediate
trail and glades to • present
Intermediate trail The area
has three double chalrlifta
Maio ' 
HONOLULU 4t/P1) — More
than 1 million persons are ex-
pected to visit Hawaii in 1968
The estimate on the number of
Persons who will have Come
here during 1967 is 925,000. 1,
cording to the Hawaii Visitors
Bureau
Mississippi CoNs
JACKSON. Mies • UPI)
Hunters and fishermen flock to
Mississippi annually for their
relaxaUon
The state has a total of 170 -
000 acres. and 3,500 miles of
lakes and streams for  fishing
Orortgor Returns
HOLLYWOOD UPI - Par-
ley Grangee returned to Holly-
wood to guest star in an episode




Warner Bros will shoot "The
Valley T1rne Forget" in Spain
with James Pranclacus and
011* Oolan In the leads 
"They are hired particularly
to take care of the Japanese
passengers They are useful in
translating and helping to ex-
plain western customs to inex-
perienced Japanese passengers
"But in general. the Japa-
nese girls have s gift for serv-
ing with grace They treat peo-
ple on board as if they Were
guests in their own home
which makes them the ideal air
hostesees They goon our pas-
sengers quite naturally, with-
out even trying "
• YOUR AUTHORIZED MERCURY and C.MC TRUCK DILALNit
w111.1110-4MINIsse
FREE
Register For The Rye $100
Bills To Be Given Away
SATURDAY, MARCH 23rd 
J&S OIL CO.
South 12th and Story Avenue
— EXTRA BONUS
1 CASE OF OIL (Your Choice of Brand)
111100-.66111Ros-egions-
VISIT OUR AUTO-BAR-WASH ON STORY AVENUE 
























THE LEDGER & TINES — IHIJRRAY. KENTUCKY
SURE 'TIS
FOR SAVINGS
Irish or not, its o great day for savings! Pick
up the things you need at prices that
a little bit o heaven. It's the luck
the Irish ... the luck of everyone








with the purchase of 6






• Black Eye Peas
• Showboat Pork & Beans
• Great Northern Beans
• Pinto Beans • Navy Beans
• Red Kidney Beans • Red Beans
• Turnip Greens • Mustard Greens
• Mexican style Chili Beans
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REGISTER HERE FOR THE
BACON 55'
$500 CASH
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▪ 4THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
$500
To Be Given Away
Prices In This Ad Good
CASH
Saturday, March 16th






* CR. 4 $:vital&Rule,










FOLGERS or MAXWELL HOUSE - 1-lb. can
Folger's COFFEE 69c
PUFFIN - 1-0s. Can
BISCUITS 
HY-GRADE - 2-Lb. Box
CHEESE FOOD----59(
BAKERITE - 3-Lb. Can
SHORTENING 49c
I






Dixie Belle - 1-1b. box
CRACKERS  19.
Campbell's - 1411-os. can
TOMATO SOUP  10*
TUNA




ALOHA JUICE - 46-0z. Can
PINEAPPLE 19c
JELLO EGG - 3-es. pkg.
CUSTARD 29(
RED CROSS SPAGHETTI and -
Gala - $O count pkg.
NAPKINS 2 pkgs. 23*
Rex - 24-1b. jar
JELLY   39*
7-oz. pkg.
MACARONI 10c
(YTT - Jumbo Roll
TOWELS 36'
















GERBER STRAINED - 43/4-oz. jars
BABY FOOD 5i 46c
Extra Gift For Liberty Shoppers
Register Now for this
OUTDOOR GRILL
1 
To Be Given Away In Our Store
Saturday, March 23rd
WESSON - 24-0s. Bottle
45f
4111.K., •• • •
Detergent (14, OH) Giant Pkg.
TIDE   691Detergent (St Off) Lige Pkg.
BOLD _ _   27*
 4.16111Maifferimr-i" us"
aday4 -ease am -eedlet Less
AT...
HAZEL HIGHWAY MURRAY, KENTUCKY
U.S. CHOICE CHUCK - First Cut
ROAST lb. 49c




ITCK BONES lb. 190
Fresh Sliced
PORK LIVER lb. 29*
Smoked Picnic Hams lb. 39c
COUNTRY STYLE
SAUSAGE - - - - 3 Ihs 89it
Beef
PATTIES  lb. 59*
Fresh Sliced
PORK STE41C  lb. 59'
MUTTON
MAD QUARTER FORE QUARTER
lb. 39c 29c
HOT PIT BAR-B-Q
Pork  lb. '1.49
Spare Ribs  lb. '1.39
Chickens  lb. 694
Picnics  lb. 59*





PORK CUTLETS  lb. 69°
1Presh
PORK BRAINS  lb. 39*
REELFOOT
LARD
CHEF-BOY-AR-DEE - Plain or Sausage
PIZZA 59'
lb. Ctn.
POTATO - 1-Lb. Bag
45c
CHIPS 5W
MORTON - Apple, Peach, Coconut Custard - 20-oz. pies
Fruit Pies 3 for 89c FRENCH FRIED MORTON'S
POTATOES— — — 31 MEAT PIES— — sl
THUNDERBOLT SHRIMP
CHUINKEES — — 2 $179
ADAMS FROZEN ORAJfGE
JUICE — — — — 33(
Select Washed White Cobblers










BANANAS lb. 9cFRESH TURXIP
GREENS 19'
Fresh Crispy
RADISHES 3 NIL bags 150Rosh Green 1110101
ONIONS , bunch 10*
loommul161161111111111111olomma
It
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•
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